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ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS SCORING
Alternatives Treatments Scoring Methodology
This technical memorandum describes the methodology and results of a scoring and
prioritization evaluation of alternative improvements for the FM 2818 Harvey Mitchell Parkway
corridor in Bryan/College Station, Texas for each of the five segments A through E. The
Alternative Treatments defined for Segments A through E were evaluated based on their
contribution to the defined vision for the corridor as revealed in the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) survey. Evaluation criteria were developed to measure how well each
alternative performs. Three criteria were developed from the TAC survey from the responses
that received more than the median value of votes. These criteria were important to TAC
members in defining the issues and focus areas for the corridor. Three additional evaluation
criteria were added to form a more comprehensive scoring. The six evaluation criteria are
defined as:
A. Enhances Safety – Safety is the top-scoring criteria on the TAC survey, with an average score
of 4.6 votes out of 5.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion – Concerns about mobility and congestion had an average
score of 4.2 votes on the TAC survey. Mobility was consistently rated as more important
than access in defining the function of the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic - With an average score of 2.8, accommodating traffic crossing
the corridor was seen as important by the TAC. The evaluation considered crossing
traffic from motor vehicles and active transportation modes.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans - This additional criterion considers whether an
alternative is consistent with established transportation plans such as comprehensive
plans, thoroughfare plans, and bicycle & pedestrian plans.
E. Implementation – This additional criterion evaluates any issues or necessary construction
that must occur before an Alternative Treatment can be implemented.
F. Cost – General construction costs were estimated based on documented costs for similar
projects. The estimates are for construction costs only, and do not include costs for
engineering, traffic control, site work, or other expenses.
The scoring system was developed to present the results of the analysis at a level appropriate to
the evaluation. As each Alternative Treatment is high-level and conceptual, the scoring is
conceptual as well and presents the relative rather than the exact and detailed strengths of each
1
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alternative. For this reason, Alternative Treatments were not scored with a numeric scale, which
would have implied a level of precision not warranted by the evaluation methodology. To more
appropriately show the relative performance of Alternative Treatments, they are scored with a
three-tier color scheme of green, yellow, and red.
•
•

•

Green indicates that the alternative performs strongly in this evaluation item. Costs
under 1.0 million dollars were rated green.
Yellow indicates a medium-level performance. For evaluation under criterion D:
Consistent with Regional and Local Plans, an alternative scored yellow if it was not
specifically mentioned in a plan, but was consistent with the vision and intent of the
plan. Evaluation criterion E: Implementation was rated yellow if there were some project
that must be completed before the evaluated project could be constructed. Costs
between 1.0 million and 3.0 million dollars were rated yellow.
Red indicates that the Alternative Treatment produces harm to the evaluation item.
Costs are rated red if they are over 3.0 million dollars.

The overall score is a combined evaluation based on all six evaluation criteria. All evaluation
criteria were weighted equally, resulting in a simple average overall score.
Including all general treatments and options, a total of eighty Alternative Treatments have been
developed. In the initial analysis, sixteen alternatives in specific locations were dropped from
consideration because they were re-classified as general treatments, were included for reference
only, or because they were not recommended for further analysis. This leaves sixty-four
Alternative Treatments for evaluation.
Sample Alternative Treatment Scorecard
Score
Each of the sixty-four Alternative Treatments is scored
A. Enhances Safety

against the six evaluation criteria, organized under B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

their respective Segment. The general alternatives that C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D.
Consistent
with
Regional
and
Local
Plans

involve a specific cross section, multi-use trail, or
E. Implementation

protected intersections are listed for each Segment,
F. Cost
xx,xxx,xxx

followed by the evaluations for the Alternative Overall Score

Treatments at specific locations. A scorecard for each
alternative displays the colored scores for each of the six evaluation criteria, the estimated
construction cost, and the colored overall score.

Finally, each Alternative Treatment which is recommended for further analysis is classed as an
interim or a long-term treatment. This classification is based primarily on operational phasing
to select among two options for the same location, but also considers instances where one
alternative must be completed before construction can begin on another alternative.

2
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Alternative Treatments Recommended for Further Analysis
Segment A
Alternative treatments for Segment A include two cross sections with options for multi-use trails
and protected intersections and nine treatments at specific locations. With options for
intersections in two locations, the total number of alternatives considered for further study is
fifteen. Alternatives in Segment A are shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT A
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Overview of Scoring for Segment A
Table 1 summarizes the scoring of each option. With Alternative Treatment A-3 for protected
intersections moved to the general alternative category and Alternative Treatments A-6 and A7 not recommended for further study, twelve treatments were scored. The scoring shows:
TABLE 1: SUMMARY SCORING OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR SEGMENT A

•
•

Eight alternatives designated as interim treatments and four as long-term treatments.
Total estimated construction costs of 19.7 million dollars for the interim treatments
and 34.4 million dollars for the long-term treatments.

The interim treatments recommended for further study would implement a four-lane cross
section with a wide divided median, a separated multi-use trail on each side, and protected
intersections at Mumford Rd. and Sandy Point Rd.. Intersection treatments would feature a
double roundabout at SH 6 N., Michigan Left intersections at Mumford Rd. and Sandy Point
Rd., and a Seagull intersection at Phil Gramm Blvd. Capitol Parkway would be developed and
extended as a backage road within the Bryan Business Park.
Alternatives recommended for further study for long-term implementation would expand the
cross section to six lanes divided with a wide median and upgrade the SH 6 N. intersection to a
Displaced Left Turn (DLT) configuration, and convert Mumford Rd. and Sandy Point Rd. to
grade-separated intersections.
4
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Scoring of Alternative Treatments for Segment A
Alternative Cross Section: Four Lane Divided
An expansion of the Segment A cross section from two lanes undivided to four lane divided
with a dual roadbed and a wide grassy median is a recommended alternative for further
analysis. This expansion to a dual roadbed would increase capacity, address access
management, support the relatively higher speeds consistent with a super arterial classification,
provide more space for weaving and merging movements by vehicles entering and exiting the
corridor, and would support easier implementation of super-street type intersections and Uturns. The widening would apply to 3.98 miles of the Segment’s total 4.12-mile length. It would
not apply to the SH 6 N. overpass. The recommended four-lane divided cross section is shown
in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2: FOUR LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN

Scoring for the Four Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but the separation of the
road into a dual roadbed provides a greater separation for traffic, greater space for weaving and
merging, and access control to reduce the potential for left turns.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have a longer distance across the corridor
and would have to cross two separate intersections. The conversion to one-way traffic at each
of the two intersections would simplify the crossing by reducing the number of conflicting traffic
movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment A is listed as a super arterial in the
2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050
Thoroughfare Concepts map. An interim four-lane divided cross section is compatible with
both plans.
Widen to Four Lanes Divided
Score
A.
Enhances
Safety

E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

constructed without dependence on any prior
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

improvement.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 3.6 E. Implementation

F. Cost
$14,328,000

million dollars per mile, expanding Segment A to four
Overall Score

lanes divided would cost about 14.3 million dollars.
5
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The overall score for the four-lane divided cross section is yellow.
recommended as an interim project.

This alternative is

Alternative Cross Section: Six Lane Divided With a Wide Median
Segment A is shown as a super arterial in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a
six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map. This cross section is
compatible with the extension of FM 2818 east of SH 6 to form the Inner Loop. A six-lane
divided cross section is shown in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3: SIX LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN

Scoring for the Six Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but the separation of the
road into a dual roadbed provides a greater separation for traffic, greater space for weaving and
merging, and access control to reduce the potential for left turns.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have a longer distance to cross and would
have to cross two separate intersections. The conversion to one-way traffic at each of the two
intersections would simplify the crossing by reducing the number of traffic movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment A is listed as a super arterial in the
2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050
Thoroughfare Concepts map. An ultimate six-lane divided cross section is compatible with both
plans.
E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be constructed without dependence on any prior
improvement.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 7.2 million dollars per mile, expanding
Widen to Six Lanes Divided
Score
Segment A from two lane undivided to six lanes
A. Enhances Safety

divided would cost about 28.7 million dollars. If the B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

Segment were widened to four lanes divided as an C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D.
Consistent
with
Regional
and
Local
Plans

interim treatment, the ultimate expansion from four
E. Implementation

lanes divided to six lanes divided would cost F. Cost
$14,328,000

approximately 14.3 million dollars.
Overall Score
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The overall score for the four-lane divided cross section is yellow.
recommended as a long-term project.

This alternative is

Alternative Cross Section: Separated Multi-Use Trail
Due to the higher-speed traffic and higher number of trucks in Segment A, multi-use trails are
recommended for implementation as separate trails, placed a sufficient distance away from the
roadway to preserve safety. Figure 4 shows how the multi-use trails would be placed on either
side of the roadway. Separate two-way trails are recommended for each side of the road.

FIGURE 4: SEPARATED MULTI-USE TRAILS

Scoring for the Separated Multi-Use Trails
A. Enhances Safety: Adding multi-use trails to separate the two streams of traffic reduces the
chances for crashes between active transportation and motor vehicle users. Studies also show
that bicyclist safety increases with higher volumes of bicycle traffic as they become more
perceptually visible to motorists. Constructing a multi-use trail to increase bicycle traffic
volumes therefore contributes to bicycle safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility for active transportation users is increased with
the construction of a safe and pleasant path. Mobility and capacity for motor vehicle users on
the corridor would not be significantly impacted.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: The multi-use trails would be parallel paths not directly
contributing to crossing traffic.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The draft 2016 City of Bryan Comprehensive
Plan shows a proposed trail on FM 2818 from SH 6 N. to approximately one mile south of
Mumford Rd., where it is replaced with a proposed shared use path running along the corridor
as far south as Villa Maria Rd.. A multi-use path along
Multi-Use Trail
Score
Segment A would be compatible with both proposals A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

from the Comprehensive Plan.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

E. Implementation: The multi-use path could be
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

constructed without depending on the completion of E. Implementation

F. Cost
Overall Score

$1,640,000
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any other projects. The paths on both sides could be constructed together or independently.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 200,000 dollars per mile, a multi-use trail
would cost about 1.6 million dollars to construct on both sides for the full length of Segment A.
The overall score for the multi-use trail is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment A
A protected intersection is a general alternative treatment that is recommended wherever
practical to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Protected intersections are
recommended in Segment A at Mumford Rd. and Sandy Point Rd., but could be implemented
at other intersections as needed.
Scoring for General Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment A
A. Enhances Safety: A protected intersection is specifically designed for safety. Its focus is on
bicycles and pedestrians, but it also improves safety for motor vehicles by providing queue
storage for the right turn to reduce the chances for rear-end collisions from vehicles stopped at
crosswalks.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A protected intersection does not directly address
mobility and congestion, but does provide a minor improvement by providing some space for
vehicles to queue out of the line of traffic flow when they stop for bicycles or pedestrians in the
crosswalk.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating bicycle and pedestrian traffic crossing the
corridor is a main focus of the protected intersection. Vehicular cross traffic is minimally
affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A protected intersection is consistent in
principle with local bicycle and pedestrian plans, but no intersections are specifically
mentioned. The City of Bryan Hike and Bike Plan does not reference any facilities crossing the
corridor, but has a proposed trail and a proposed shared-use path along Segment A.
E. Implementation: A protected intersection could be implemented on the traditional four-way
intersection, the Michigan Left intersection, or the grade separated intersection.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a protected intersection are about 70,000 dollars. Installation at
Protected Intersections in Segment A
Score
two locations is recommended, with total construction
A. Enhances Safety

costs of 140,000 dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

The overall score for the protected intersections is
yellow. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$140,000
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Alternative Treatment A-1: Intersection at SH 6 N.
There are two options for the SH 6 N. intersection: an interim treatment of a double roundabout
and a long-term treatment of a Displaced Left Turn (DLT) intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-1: Double Roundabouts at SH 6 N.
A. Enhances Safety: The configuration of the roundabout reduces the number of conflict points
within the intersection, reducing the potential for crashes. The majority of the remaining conflict
points are merging and diverging, which reduces the severity of crashes. The slower speeds
within the intersection also contribute to safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Although speeds within the intersection are slower, the
overall intersection has faster speeds because the roundabout eliminates the need for stops in
lower-traffic volume conditions.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic benefits from a roundabout with a quicker
overall flow through the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The Inner Loop proposal from the 2050
Thoroughfare Concepts map would increase traffic on this Segment of FM 2818. Two-lane
roundabouts can function well with daily traffic volumes up to 30,000, though operations may
be impaired at lower volumes if significant turning movements are present. The effectiveness
of roundabouts will have to be considered in light of anticipated traffic volume increases.
E. Implementation: The double roundabouts could be constructed without depending on the
completion of any other projects.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately
A-1: Double Roundabouts at SH 6 N.
Score
A.
Enhances
Safety

350,000 dollars for a multilane roundabout,
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

constructing the double set of roundabouts would cost
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

about 700,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation

The overall score for the double roundabout is green.
This alternative is recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost
Overall Score

$700,000





Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-1: Displaced Left Turn Intersection at SH 6 N.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Displaced Left Turn (DLT)
intersection would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the
left turning movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The DLT intersection operates with a two-phase traffic
signal timing plan rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green
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time for the two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic on the SH 6 N. frontage roads is accommodated
with the same benefits as traffic on FM 2818, with increased signal green time and left turns
removed from the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Improvements to the SH 6 N. intersection are
not referenced in regional or local transportation plans. The improved capacity and traffic flows
of a DLT intersection are consistent with the plans for connecting the Inner Loop to FM 2818 as
referenced in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and in the 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts
map.
E. Implementation: The DLT intersection could be constructed independently of other
alternative treatments.
F. Cost: Construction costs for this DLT intersection
A-1: DLT Intersection at SH 6 N.
Score
would be similar to the cost of existing DLT A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

installations in San Marcos as referenced in the
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

Appendix. Construction costs would be about 3.1 D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

million dollars.
E. Implementation

F. Cost

The overall score for the DLT intersection at SH 6 N. is Overall Score
green. This alternative is recommended as long-term project.

$3,100,000
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Alternative Treatment A-2: Intersection at Mumford Rd.
There are two options for the intersection at Mumford Rd.: a Michigan Left intersection and a
grade-separated intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-2: Michigan Left Intersection at Mumford Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time for the
two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A super street-type intersection at Mumford
Rd. is listed as an unfunded project in the BCSMPO 2040 Long-Range Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP).
E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct a Michigan Left intersection on FM 2818
in its current two lane undivided cross section, even with the use of loons to provide space for
U-turns. In practice, a Michigan Left intersection on a higher-speed corridor requires a divided
facility with a median wide enough to accommodate the U-turns.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project, but depends on the prior completion of the
divided cross section on FM 2818.

A-2: Michigan Left at Mumford Rd.
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$600,000

Score









Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-2: Grade Separated Intersection at Mumford Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation is free-flowing without an at-grade
intersection on the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
for on ramps and off ramps, instead of a single intersection. However, traffic flows are

11
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smoother, since the higher-volume through movements from the corridor are removed from the
intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A grade separated intersection at Mumford Rd.
is proposed in the Draft 2040 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and in the Draft 2050
Thoroughfare Concept map.
E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct a grade separated intersection on FM 2818
in its current two lane undivided cross section, and transitions at each end would be required.
In practice, a grade separated intersection would best be implemented on the recommended
four lane or six lane divided cross section treatments.
A-2: Grade Separation at Mumford Rd.
Score
A. Enhances Safety

F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

intersection are about 8.5 million dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the grade separated intersection
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as a longterm project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$8,500,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment A-4: Seagull Intersection at Phil Gramm Blvd.
A Seagull intersection is a recommended alternative treatment for the three-way intersection
at Phil Gramm Blvd. If land is developed on the west side of FM 2818 and the intersection is
converted to a four-way configuration, then a different treatment would be necessary.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-4: Seagull Intersection at Phil Gramm Blvd.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Seagull intersection would
impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points. The auxiliary lanes in the intersection
provide more space for merging traffic.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Seagull intersection smooths turning movements and
allows the southbound direction of flow on the main lanes to be completely free-flowing. A
traffic signal to control southbound flow may become necessary as traffic volumes increase.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating cross traffic and reducing conflicts with the
main lane through movements are the major benefits of the Seagull intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The intersection at Phil Gramm Blvd. is not
specifically referenced in either the City of Bryan A-4: Seagull Intersection at Phil Gramm Blvd. Score
A. Enhances Safety

Thoroughfare Plan or the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

Concept map.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct
E. Implementation

a Seagull intersection on FM 2818 in its current two F. Cost
$300,000

lane undivided cross section. In practice, a Seagull Overall Score
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intersection requires a divided facility with a median wide enough to accommodate the
auxiliary lanes.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Seagull intersection are about 300,000 dollars.
The overall score for the Seagull intersection is green. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project, but depends on the prior completion of the divided cross section.

Alternative Treatment A-5: Capitol Parkway Backage Road
This alternative treatment would strengthen and extend Capitol Parkway as a backage road to
improve its effectiveness for access management purposes.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-5: Capitol Parkway Backage Road
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the backage road concept. However, safety
on FM 2818 should improve due to access control. The backage road channels traffic to major
intersections rather than allowing direct access to FM 2818.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control should improve the flow of
traffic on FM 2818 as entering and exiting movements are diverted to major intersections.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Traffic from the business park would in some cases have a
longer route to access FM 2818, but improved access to a major intersection may reduce the
delay on FM 2818 associated with local access turn movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Capitol Parkway is not specifically referenced
in either the City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan or the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare Concept map.
E. Implementation: Capitol Parkway could be developed as a backage road without depending
on the construction of any other alternative treatments in the area.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. Extending Capitol Parkway south for 0.5
A-5: Capitol Parkway Backage Road
Score

miles would cost 1.4 million dollars. This does not A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

include the costs for private driveways to access the
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

Parkway from the back side of adjacent properties.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation

The overall score for the Capitol Parkway backage
road is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

F. Cost
Overall Score

$1,400,000
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Alternative Treatment A-8: Intersection at Sandy Point Rd.
There are two options for the intersection at Sandy Point Rd.: a Michigan Left intersection and
a grade-separated intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-8: Michigan Left Intersection at Sandy Point Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional signalized intersection. The increased green
time for the two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan Left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A super street-type intersection at Sandy Point
Rd. is not listed as a project in any regional or local plans.
E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct a Michigan Left intersection on FM 2818
in its current two lane undivided cross section, even with the use of loons to provide space for
U-turns. In practice, a Michigan Left intersection on a higher-speed corridor requires a divided
facility with a median wide enough to accommodate the U-turns.
A-8: Michigan Left at Sandy Point Rd.
Score
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left A. Enhances Safety

intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection is
yellow. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project, but depends on the prior completion of the
divided cross section.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$600,000
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment A-8: Grade Separated Intersection at Sandy Point Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation is free-flowing without an intersection
on the FM 2818 corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
for on ramps and off ramps, instead of a single intersection. However, traffic flows are
smoother, since the higher-volume through movements from the corridor are removed from the
intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A grade separated intersection at Mumford Rd.
is proposed in the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare Concept map.
E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct a grade separated intersection on FM 2818
in its current two lane undivided cross section, and transitions at each end would be required.
In practice, a grade separated intersection would best be implemented on the recommended
A-8: Grade Separation at Sandy Point Rd.
Score
four lane or six lane divided cross section.
A. Enhances Safety

F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
intersection are about 8.5 million dollars.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the grade separated intersection
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as a longterm project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$8,500,000
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Segment B
Alternative treatments for Segment B include three cross sections with options for multi-use
trails and protected intersections and sixteen treatments at specific locations. With options for
intersections in two locations, the total number of alternatives considered for further study is
twenty-three. Alternatives for Segment B are shown in Figure 5.
FIGURE 5: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT B
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Overview of Scoring for Segment B
Table 2 summarizes the scoring of each option. With Alternative Treatment B-12 not
recommended for further study, twenty-two treatments were scored. The scoring shows:
TABLE 2: SUMMARY SCORING OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR SEGMENT B

•
•

Seventeen alternatives designated as interim treatments and five as long-term
treatments.
Total estimated construction costs of 31.6 million dollars for the interim treatments
and 47.3 million dollars for the long-term treatments.

The interim treatments recommended for further study would implement a four-lane cross
section with a wide divided median, a separated multi-use trail on each side, and protected
intersections at Leonard Rd., both frontage road intersections at Villa Maria Rd., and F & B Rd..
Intersection treatments would feature Michigan Left intersections at Shiloh Ave., Leonard Rd.,
and F & B Rd., and Seagull intersections at La Brisa Dr. and Traditions Dr.. The corridor would
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feature a series of median U-turns between La Brisa Dr. and Traditions Dr., forming a super
street in conjunction with the two Seagull intersections. Several treatments on both sides of FM
2818 would implement backage roads and alternative access routes to divert traffic away from
the corridor. A southbound frontage road from Rock Hollow Loop to Villa Maria Rd. would be
implemented to provide better access.
Alternatives recommended for further study for long-term implementation would expand the
cross section to six lanes divided with a wide median and an upgrade of Shiloh Ave. and
Leonard Rd. to grade-separated intersections. The frontage roads at Villa Maria Rd. would be
extended north to Leonard Rd. to complement its grade-separated intersection.

Scoring of Alternative Treatments for Segment B
Alternative Cross Section: Four Lane Divided
Segment B features a dual roadbed with a narrow median from SH 21 to a point 0.8 miles to the
south, where it transitions to a wide median for 0.7 miles extending to a point south of Shiloh
Ave.. For the next 1.6 miles the cross section is four lanes undivided with a continuous center
turn bay. Except for a transition segment on either side of the Villa Maria Rd. overpass, this
cross section continues for 0.9 miles to the south end of the Segment. Continuing the dual
divided roadbed and wide grassy median between Shiloh Ave. and Villa Maria Rd., and then
continuing south to FM 60 at the end of the Segment would increase capacity, address access
management, support the relatively higher speeds consistent with a super arterial classification,
provide more space for weaving and merging movements by vehicles entering and exiting the
corridor, and would support easier implementation of super-street type intersections and Uturns. The widening would apply to 3.20 miles of the 5.65-mile length of the segment.
The recommended four-lane divided cross section is shown in Figure 6.
FIGURE 6: FOUR LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN
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Scoring for the Four Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but the separation of the
road into a dual roadbed provides a greater separation for traffic, greater space for weaving and
merging, and access control to reduce left turn conflicts.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased or maintained by controlling access
to the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have a longer distance to cross the corridor
and would have to cross two separate intersections. However, the conversion to one-way traffic
at each of the two intersection would simplify the crossing by reducing the number of conflicting
traffic movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment B is listed as a super arterial in the 2016
City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050 Thoroughfare
Concepts map. An interim four-lane divided cross section is compatible with both plans.
E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be constructed without dependence on any prior
improvement.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 3.6 million dollars per mile, expanding
Segment B to four lanes divided would cost about 5.8 million dollars each for the section
between Shiloh Ave. and Villa Maria Rd., and for the
Widen to Four Lanes Divided
Score
section between Villa Maria Rd. and FM 60, for a total A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

of 11.5 million dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the four-lane divided cross section
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$11,520,000

Overall Score







Alternative Cross Section: Six Lane Divided With a Wide Median
Segment B is shown as a super arterial in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a sixlane super arterial in the MPO 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map. This cross section is shown
in Figure 7. Widening to six lanes would apply to the Segment’s total 5.65 mile length, including
the Villa Maria Rd. overpass.
FIGURE 7: SIX LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN
FIGURE 4: FOUR-LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN, WITH SEPARATED BIKE LANES
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Scoring for the Six Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but the separation of the
road into a dual roadbed provides a greater separation for traffic, greater space for weaving and
merging, and access control to reduce the potential for left turn conflicts.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road, and through the access management benefits resulting from separation of the directional
roadways.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have to travel a longer distance to cross
the corridor and would have to cross two separate intersections. Conversion to one-way traffic
at each of the two intersection would simplify the crossing by reducing the number of conflicting
traffic movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment B is listed as a freeway in the 2016 City
of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and as a six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050 Thoroughfare
Concepts map. An ultimate six-lane divided cross section is compatible with both plans.
E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be constructed without dependence on any prior
improvement.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 7.2 million dollars per mile, expanding
Segment B from two lane undivided to six lanes divided would cost about 40.7 million dollars.
If the Segment were widened to four lanes divided as an interim treatment, the ultimate
Widen to Six Lanes Divided
Score
expansion from four lanes divided to six lanes divided
A. Enhances Safety

would cost approximately 20.3 million dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

The overall score for the four-lane divided cross section
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as a longterm project.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$20,340,000

Overall Score







Alternative Cross Section: Six Lane Divided With Frontage Roads
The cross section with the frontage roads is shown in Figure 8. There are two options for
frontage roads in Segment B. The two options represent segments of frontage road between
interchanges, and Option 2 is an extension of Option 1.
FIGURE 5: SIX LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN AND FRONTAGE ROADS
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The first frontage road option supports the long-term project to configure Leonard Rd. with a
grade-separated intersection. This involves extending the frontage roads north from Villa Maria
Rd. to Leonard Rd. for a distance just under one mile.
The second frontage road option is to continue the frontage road extension from Leonard Rd. to
the current frontage road terminus north of Shiloh Ave. for an additional distance of 1.56 miles.
This option would provide continuous frontage roads from SH 21 to Villa Maria Rd. to improve
capacity and manage access.
Scoring for Extending Frontage Roads
A. Enhances Safety: Extending the frontage roads to Leonard Rd. would separate the through
lanes from local traffic, provide a greater separation for opposing traffic, and support access
control to limit turns directly onto the through lanes in the center of the corridor.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road and increased access control by connecting local streets and driveways to the frontage
roads only.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have a longer distance to travel the
corridor and would have to cross two separate intersections at the frontage roads. The
conversion to one-way traffic at each of the two intersections would simplify the crossing by
reducing the number of conflicting traffic movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans:
Extended frontage roads support
implementation of a grade separated intersection at Leonard Rd., but the extension is not
specifically identified in the transportation plans.
E. Implementation: Extending the frontage roads can proceed without completion of other
treatments, but the schedule for implementation should coordinate with the grade separated
interchange at Leonard Rd. for efficiency.
Add Frontage Roads
Score
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 2.8 A. Enhances Safety


million dollars per mile for each side, constructing B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

frontage roads for Option 1 would cost about 5.6
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

million dollars. Constructing Option 2 frontage roads E. Implementation

Option 1: $5,577,600
would add about 8.7 million dollars. The total for both F. Cost

Option 2:$8,736,000

options is about 14.3 million dollars.
Overall Score



The overall score for the frontage roads is yellow. This alternative is recommended as a long
range project for both Option 1 and Option 2.

Alternative Cross Section: Separated Multi-Use Trail
Due to the higher-speed traffic and the level of truck traffic in Segment B, multi-use trails are
recommended for implementation as separate trails placed a sufficient distance away from the
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roadway to preserve safety. Figure 9 shows how the multi-use trails would be placed on either
side of the roadway. Separate two-way trails are recommended for each side of the road.
FIGURE 6: SEPARATED MULTI-USE TRAILS

Scoring for the Separated Multi-Use Trails
A. Enhances Safety: Adding multi-use trails to separate motorized and non-motorized travel
reduces the chances for crashes between bicycles and pedestrians and motor vehicles. Studies
also show that bicycle safety increases with higher volumes of bicycle traffic as they become
more perceptually visible to motorists. Constructing a multi-use trail to increase bicycle traffic
volumes therefore contributes to bicycle safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility for active transportation users is increased with
the construction of a safe and more pleasant separated path. Mobility and capacity for motor
vehicle users on the corridor would not be significantly impacted.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: The multi-use trails would be parallel to the corridor, and
would not directly affect crossing traffic.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The draft 2016 City of Bryan Comprehensive
Plan shows Segment B with a proposed shared use path running along the corridor as far south
as Villa Maria Rd.. A multi-use path would be compatible with the Comprehensive Plan.
E. Implementation: The multi-use path could be constructed without depending on the
completion of any other projects. The paths on both sides could be constructed together or
independently.
Multi-Use Trail
Score
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately
A. Enhances Safety

200,000 dollars per mile, a multi-use trail would cost B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

about 2.3 million dollars for construction on both sides C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D.
Consistent
with
Regional
and
Local
Plans

for the full length of Segment B.
E. Implementation

The overall score for the multi-use trail is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost

$2,260,000

Overall Score





General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment B
A protected intersection is a general alternative treatment that is recommended wherever
practical to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Protected intersections are
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recommended in Segment B at Leonard Rd., both frontage road intersections at Villa Maria Rd.,
and F & B Rd., but could be implemented at other intersections as needed.
Scoring for General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment B
A. Enhances Safety: A protected intersection is specifically designed for safety. Its focus is on
bicycle and pedestrian modes, but it also improves safety for motor vehicles by providing queue
storage for right turns to reduce the chances for rear-end collisions for vehicles stopped at
crosswalks.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A protected intersection does not directly address
mobility and congestion, but does provide a minor improvement by providing some space for
vehicles to queue out of the line of traffic flow when they stop for bicycles or pedestrians in the
crosswalk.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating multimodal traffic crossing the corridor is a
main focus of the protected intersection. Vehicular cross traffic is minimally affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A protected intersection is consistent in
principle with local bicycle and pedestrian plans, but no intersections are specifically identified
for this treatment in related transportation plans. The City of Bryan Hike & Bike Plan shows
proposed bike lanes on Leonard Rd. and a proposed shared-use path on Villa Maria Rd.
E. Implementation: A protected intersection could be implemented on the traditional four-way
intersection, the Michigan Left intersection, or the grade separated intersection.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a protected intersection
Protected Intersection s in Segment B
Score
are about 70,000 dollars. Installation at four locations A. Enhances Safety

is recommended, with total construction costs of B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

280,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the protected intersections is
yellow. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$280,000






Alternative Treatment B-1: Frontage Roads at SH 21
This alternative treatment consists of extending the stub frontage roads at SH 21 to connect to
Independence Ave. across the railroad tracks. A new road on the east side of FM 2818 would
establish alternate access connections to allow these extended frontage roads to operate with
one-way traffic for efficiency and safety.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-1: Frontage Roads at SH 21
A. Enhances Safety: Extending the frontage roads does not directly address safety, but in
conjunction with other alternative treatments, they can keep trucks from entering the high-
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speed through lanes of the corridor from local streets and driveways, thus contributing to safety.
The new connecting road contributes to safety by allowing the frontage roads to operate as oneway streets. However, this alternative introduces safety issues with a new at-grade rail crossing
for each frontage road.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility and congestion are addressed by diverting truck
traffic access from the main through lanes of the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be directly addressed by this
alternative treatment.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The frontage roads are not specifically
mentioned in either the 2016 City of Bryan Comprehensive Plan or the 2050 Thoroughfare
Concepts map. The concept of increasing connectivity of the network through frontage roads
and other local road connections is generally compatible with both plans.
E. Implementation: The frontage road connections could be implemented without depending
on prior construction of other treatments.
F. Cost: The construction cost for a two lane road is approximately 2.8 million dollars per mile,
so constructing the two frontage roads and the connecting road is estimated with a cost of 3.7
million dollars. Adding an estimated 50% premium to account for construction on cross slopes
B-1: Frontage Roads at SH 21
Score
and 600,000 dollars for two at-grade railroad crossings
A. Enhances Safety

brings the total to an estimated 4.3 million dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the frontage roads is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as a long-term project if
further study can demonstrate its utility relative to its
cost.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$4,335,000







Alternative Treatment B-2: Bridge on Industrial Blvd.
This alternative treatment is to widen the bridge on Industrial Blvd. within the Brazos County
Industrial Park. This project is to make the interior route more competitive to retain truck traffic
within the industrial park, diverting it off FM 2818.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-2: Bridge on Industrial Blvd.
A. Enhances Safety: Widening the bridge is intended to keep trucks within the industrial park
in preference to travelling on the corridor. It has the potential to improve safety by reducing
the number of trucks on the corridor.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility and congestion are addressed by diverting truck
traffic from the corridor through lanes.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be directly addressed by this
alternative treatment.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Neither the bridge nor the industrial park are
specifically mentioned in either the 2016 City of Bryan Comprehensive Plan or the 2050
Thoroughfare Concepts map.
E. Implementation: The widened bridge could be constructed independently since no
connecting improvements are needed.
B-2: Bridge on Industrial Blvd.
Score

F. Cost: Construction cost for a new two-lane bridge is A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

approximately 450,000 dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
The overall score for the frontage roads is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$450,000







Alternative Treatment B-3: Stone City Dr. Backage Road
Extensions to Stone City Dr. would complete a continuous Minor Arterial from Providence Dr.
to SH 21. This alternative would create one new at-grade railroad crossing.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-3: Stone City Dr. Backage Road
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the backage road concept. However,
improved safety should be realized from access control and from providing an alternate route
from the industrial park to SH 21; both aspects of the project would remove trucks from FM
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2818. The extension of Stone City Dr. north to SH 21 would create a new at-grade railroad
crossing at a point where there are double tracks.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and a reduced number of trucks
should improve the flow of traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Traffic from the industrial park would have an alternate
access to SH 21 and to Shiloh Ave., but crossing traffic would not be specifically addressed.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: An extended Stone City Dr. is referenced as a
minor arterial in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan.
E. Implementation: Any of the recommended sections of Stone City Dr. could be extended
without depending on the construction of any other alternative treatments in the area.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
B-3: Stone City Dr. Backage Road
Score
per mile. The cost for the two sections to connect SH
A. Enhances Safety

21 to Providence Ave. would be about 1.8 million B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the Stone City Dr. backage road
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$1,820,000






Alternative Treatment B-4: Intersection at Shiloh Ave.
There are two options for the intersection at Shiloh Ave.: a Michigan Left intersection and a
grade-separated intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-4: Michigan Left Intersection at Shiloh Ave.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time for the
remaining two signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan Left intersection converts each left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The intersection at Shiloh Ave. is not referenced
in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan or the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare Concept map.
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However, both show an extension of Shiloh Ave. west to SH 47, so the concept of an improved
intersection is compatible with their visions.
E. Implementation: This section of Segment B has a four lane divided cross section with a wide
median, making construction of a Michigan Left
B-4: Michigan Left at Shiloh Ave.
Score
intersection immediately feasible.
A. Enhances Safety


F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$600,000

Overall Score






Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-4: Grade Separated Intersection at Shiloh Ave.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation is free-flowing without an intersection
on the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
of the corridor for on ramps and off ramps, instead of a single intersection. However, traffic
flows are smoother, since the higher-volume through movements from the corridor are removed
from the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A grade separated intersection at Shiloh Ave. is
not referenced in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan or the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare
Concept map. However, it is listed as an unfunded project in the 2040 BCSMPO Long-Range
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). A grade-separated intersection is consistent with
plans for the extension of Shiloh Ave. west to SH 47.
B-4: Grade Separation at Shiloh Ave.
Score
E. Implementation: A grade separated intersection on A. Enhances Safety

B.
Improves
Mobility
&
Congestion
FM 2818 could be constructed in the current four lane

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

divided cross section without depending on prior
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

completion of any other alternatives.
E. Implementation

F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated F. Cost
$8,500,000

Overall
Score

intersection are about 8.5 million dollars.
The overall score for the grade separated intersection is yellow.
recommended as a long-term project.

This alternative is
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Alternative Treatment B-5: Industrial Blvd. Backage Road
This alternative would develop new roadway connections within the industrial park south of
Shiloh Ave. to encourage the use of Industrial Blvd. as a backage road.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-5: Industrial Blvd. Backage Road
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the backage road concept. However, safety
improvements should be realized due to improved access control and by providing an alternate
route from the industrial park to SH 21; both aspects of the project would remove trucks from
FM 2818.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and a reduced truck traffic
should improve the flow of traffic on FM 2818. New routes to Industrial Blvd. would actually
improve access and reduce circuitous travel for travelers from some industrial park parcels that
currently must travel as far as 0.9 miles to access the northbound lanes of FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Traffic from the industrial park would have an alternate
access to Industrial Blvd. and to Shiloh Ave..
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A backage road in this area is not referenced in
local plans. However, the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan does propose new collector
roads in the industrial park area with a new connection to Linda Ln., which is consistent with
the intent to provide better connectivity for the industrial park area.
E. Implementation: The new connections to Industrial Blvd. could be developed independently
of any other alternative treatments in the area. Some of the right-of-way for connecting roads
could be privately owned.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The three sections of new connecting road
B-5: Industrial Blvd. Backage Road
Score

total 0.41 miles in length, for a construction cost of A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

about 1.1 million dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
The overall score for the backage road at Industrial
Blvd. is yellow. This alternative is recommended as
an interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$1,148,000

Overall Score







Alternative Treatment B-6: Connecting Road at Providence Dr.
The alternative treatment to develop a connecting road between FM 2818 and Silkwood Dr. is
intended to divert some eastbound traffic routed to Beck St. and to allow for driveway
consolidation for access management purposes.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-6: Connecting Road at Providence Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of this connecting road concept. However,
safety improvements should be realized due to access control and by channeling traffic to the
new road, diverting traffic from the corridor and Beck St., and closing direct access driveways.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and diverted traffic should
improve the flow of traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic from the trailer park, apartments, and gas
station receives mixed benefits from consolidating driveways and providing alternative access
to the east.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This is a smaller and more localized project, and
is not referenced in regional or local plans.
E. Implementation: The connecting road and driveway consolidation could proceed
independently of any other alternative treatment. The connecting road’s intersection with FM
2818 would have to be modified if the corridor cross section were expanded to four lanes
divided.
B-6: Connecting Road at Providence Dr.
Score
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane
A. Enhances Safety

undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars per B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

mile.
The new connecting road would cost C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D.
Consistent
with
Regional
and
Local
Plans

approximately 1.0 million dollars.
E. Implementation

The overall score for the connecting road at
Providence Dr. is yellow.
This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost

$1,044,000

Overall Score





Alternative Treatment B-7: Clear Leaf Dr. & Stone City Dr. Extensions
An extension of Clear Leaf Dr. would complete a continuous alternate route from Beck St. to
Leonard Rd.. On the west side of FM 2818, extending Stone City Dr. would complete a
continuous path from SH 21 to Leonard Rd. (in conjunction with Alternative Treatment B-3).
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-7: Clear Leaf Dr. & Stone City Dr. Extensions
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the road extensions. However, safety
improvement should be realized from providing access control and alternate routes on the east
and the west sides of FM 2818.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and reduced truck traffic should
improve the flow of traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be specifically addressed, but
would be accommodated with alternate routes to access Leonard Rd..
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D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Proposed Major Collectors in approximately the
same path as Clear Leaf Dr. and Stone City Dr. are referenced in the 2016 City of Bryan
Thoroughfare Plan.
E. Implementation: Both streets could be extended independently of construction of any other
alternative treatments in the area. Utility easements are present for both routes.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The cost for the two extensions would be B-7: Clear Leaf Dr. & Stone City Dr. Extensions Score
A. Enhances Safety

about 3.9 million dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the Clear Leaf Dr. and Stone City
Dr. extensions is yellow.
This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$3,875,000







Alternative Treatment B-8: Intersection at Leonard Rd.
There are two options for the intersection at Leonard Rd.: a Michigan Left intersection and a
grade-separated intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-8: Michigan Left Intersection at Leonard Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time for the
remaining two signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The intersection at Leonard Rd. is referenced in
the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and in the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare Concept map as
a grade separated intersection. A Michigan Left
B-8: Michigan Left at Leonard Rd.
Score
intersection is a compatible interim treatment.
A. Enhances Safety


E. Implementation: This section of Segment B has a B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

four lane undivided cross section with a continuous D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

center turn lane. Construction of a Michigan Left E. Implementation

F.
Cost
$600,000

intersection would be most feasible if the divided cross
Overall Score

section were constructed first to provide the space for
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median U-turns. However, loons can also be used to facilitate U-turns on the current roadway
cross section.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection at Leonard Rd. is green. This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-8: Grade Separated Intersection at Leonard Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation provides free-flowing movement of
through traffic on the corridor without an intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
of the corridor for on ramps and off ramps, instead of a single intersection. However, traffic
flows are smoother, since the higher-volume through movements from the corridor are removed
from the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A grade separated intersection at Leonard Rd.
is referenced in both the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan and the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare
Concept map.
E. Implementation: A grade separated intersection on FM 2818 could be constructed without
depending on prior completion of any other alternatives. The intersection could accommodate
the expansion to a four lane divided cross section
B-8: Grade Separation at Leonard Rd.
Score
before or after its construction.
A. Enhances Safety


F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

intersection are about 8.5 million dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the grade separated intersection
is green. This alternative is recommended as a longterm project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$8,500,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment B-9: Realignments at Turkey Creek Rd.
This alternative treatment is intended to address access management in the Turkey Creek Rd.
area.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-9: Realignments at Turkey Creek Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the realignments. However, safety
improvement should be seen from access control and from channelizing traffic to a full access
intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control should improve the flow of
traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be specifically addressed, but
would be accommodated with a better routes to access FM 2818.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Turkey Creek Rd. is not referenced in regional
or local plans.
E. Implementation: The realignment could be constructed independently of any other
alternative treatments in the area. Coordination with the new major collector road in
Alternative Treatment B-10 is necessary for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The cost for the realignment would be about 703,000 dollars, and the cost of an
intersection at FM 2818 would add about 600,000 dollars for a total construction cost of 1.3
million dollars.
The overall score for the realignment of Turkey Creek Rd. is yellow. This alternative is
B-9: Realignments at Turkey Creek Rd.
Score
recommended as an interim project, but should be
A. Enhances Safety

studied further in conjunction with other interim and B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C.
Accommodates
Cross
Traffic

ultimate projects to ensure that the new intersection
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

does not cause conflicts with Leonard Rd., Villa Maria
E. Implementation

Rd., or the Major Collector proposed in the 2016 City F. Cost
$1,303,000

Overall Score
of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan.


Alternative Treatment B-10: Connections to a Proposed Major Collector
This alternative treatment coordinates with the construction of a major collector as proposed in
the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan, and establishes connector roads between it and Rock
Hollow Loop. This allows closure of the Rock Hollow Loop connection to FM 2818.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-10: Connections to a Proposed Major Collector
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not a primary focus of the realignments. However, consideration
of turns in and out of Rock Hollow Loop as the only access point for the adjacent residential
area make this alternative a safety issue.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control should improve the flow of
traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic from Rock Hollow Loop would be
accommodated with a better routes to access FM 2818 via the new major collector and its full
access intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative treatment is proposed in
response to a project in the 2016 City of Bryan Thoroughfare Plan.
E. Implementation: The connecting roads could be constructed only after the new major
collector is built. Coordination with the realignment of Turkey Creek Rd. in Alternative
Treatment B-9 is necessary for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The cost for four new connecting roads would be about 3.5 million dollars. This does
not include the cost of the new major collector or its intersection at FM 2818.
The overall score for the realignment of Turkey Creek Rd. is yellow. This alternative is
recommended as an interim project, but should be B-10: Connections to a Proposed Major Collector Score
A. Enhances Safety

studied further in conjunction with other interim B. Improves Mobility & Congestion


and ultimate projects to ensure that the new C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

intersection does not cause conflicts with Leonard
E. Implementation

Rd., Villa Maria Rd., or the realignment of Turkey F. Cost
$3,542,000

Creek Rd. as proposed in Alternative Treatment B- Overall Score

9.

Alternative Treatment B-11: Southbound Frontage Road at Rock Hollow Loop
The conditions at this location just north of Villa Maria Rd. make a southbound frontage road a
feasible alternative treatment.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-11: Southbound Frontage Road at Rock Hollow Loop
A. Enhances Safety: Improved access management from removing four directly connected
driveways from the main through lanes would improve safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control should improve the flow of
traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be directly affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This frontage road is not referenced in any
regional or local plan, but is consistent with their general visions. An extended frontage road is
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consistent with a grade separated intersection at Leonard Rd. as referenced by Alternative
Treatment B-8.
E. Implementation: The frontage road could be constructed independently of any other
alternative treatment. However, it should coordinate with consideration of Alternative
Treatments B-9 and B-10 for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
B-11: Southbound Frontage Road
Score
per mile. The cost for the short section of frontage
A. Enhances Safety

road is approximately 801,000 dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the southbound frontage road
from Rock Hollow Loop to Villa Maria Rd. is yellow.
This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$800,800

Overall Score







Alternative Treatment B-13: Median U-Turns From La Brisa Dr. to Traditions Dr.
This alternative treatment would establish a series of median U-turns from La Brisa Dr. to
Traditions Dr. after FM 2818 is expanded to a dual roadbed with a wide median. This would
allow the section to function like a long super street, prohibiting left turns from the seven
crossing streets but still providing reasonable access.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-13: Median U-Turns from La Brisa Dr. to Traditions Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is a primary focus of this alternative treatment. Eliminating left
turns into and out of seven closely-spaced streets and driveways can improve safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and elimination of left turns
should improve the flow of traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would have slightly longer routes with the
series of Super Street intersections with prohibited left turns, but the turns themselves would be
safer and easier.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Regional and local plans do not address this
level of detail, but the treatment is consistent with their visions for improved mobility.
E. Implementation: The median U-turns cannot be implemented until after the FM 2818 cross
section is expanded to four lanes divided with a wide median. It can be implemented
independently of Alternative Treatment B-14 for Seagull intersections at La Brisa Dr. and
Traditions Dr., but should be coordinated with it.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a single U-turn are about 90,000 dollars. Several of the streets
are too closely spaced to allow for their own a set of U-turns, so only four sets are proposed.
The cost for eight U-turns is approximately 720,000 dollars.
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The overall score for the median U-turns from La Brisa Dr. to Traditions Dr. is green. This
Median U-turns
Score
alternative is recommended as an interim project, but A. EnhancesB-13:
Safety

cannot be constructed until after FM 2818 is expanded B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C.
Accommodates
Cross
Traffic

to four lanes divided with a wide median.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$720,000






Alternative Treatment B-14: Seagull Intersections at La Brisa Dr. & Traditions Dr.
A Seagull intersection is a recommended alternative treatment for the three-way intersections
at La Brisa Dr. and Traditions Dr. The roads between La Brisa Dr. and Traditions Dr. are so
closely spaced that major intersections are not practical, and Alternative Treatment B-13 for
median U-turns is recommended to provide access for them. If land is developed on the east
side of FM 2818 and the intersections were converted to four-way, then a different treatment
would be necessary.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-14: Seagull Intersection at La Brisa Dr. & Traditions Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Seagull intersection would
impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points. The auxiliary lanes in the intersection
provide more space for merging traffic.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Seagull intersection smooths turning movements and
allows the northbound main lanes to operate completely free-flowing without traffic signals at
the two intersections. A traffic signal to control southbound flow may become necessary in the
future as traffic volumes increase.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating cross traffic and smoothing its interactions
with the main lane through movements is a major focus of the Seagull intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Regional and local plans do not address this
level of detail, but the treatment is consistent with their visions for improved mobility.
E. Implementation: It would be difficult to construct a Seagull intersection on FM 2818 in its
current four-lane with two-way left turn lane cross section. In practice, a Seagull intersection
requires a divided facility with a median wide enough to accommodate the auxiliary lanes. This
alternative treatment cannot be implemented until after the FM 2818 cross section is expanded
to four lanes divided with a wide median. The Seagull intersections can be implemented
independently of Alternative Treatment B-13 for the median U-turns, but should be coordinated
with it.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a single Seagull intersection are about 300,000 dollars. The total
for two locations is thus 600,000 dollars.
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The overall score for the Seagull intersection is green.
This alternative is recommended as an interim project,
but depends on the prior completion of the divided
cross section.

B-14: Seagull Intersections at
La Brisa Dr. & Traditions Dr.
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$600,000

Overall Score

Score









Alternative Treatment B-15: Access Management at Turkey Creek Rd.
Turkey Creek Rd. is essentially a private driveway connecting directly to the west side of FM
2818. This alternative treatment for access management is to remove the driveway and provide
alternative access through Traditions Dr.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-15: Access Management at Turkey Creek Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: The improved access management from removing the directly connected
driveway from the main lanes would improve safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control should improve the flow of
traffic on FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would not be directly affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Turkey Creek Rd. is not referenced in any
regional or local plan, but is consistent with their general visions.
E. Implementation: The connecting road could be constructed and Turkey Creek Rd. closed
independently of any other alternative treatment.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The cost for constructing a paved connecting road is approximately 450,000 dollars.
However, as the road would serve an equestrian facility which currently has unpaved roads, it
may not be necessary to pave the connector road and B-15: Access Management at Turkey Creek Rd. Score
A. Enhances Safety

construction costs could therefore be less.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

The overall score for a connecting road from the
equestrian facility to Traditions Dr. is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$450,000

Overall Score








Alternative Treatment B-16: Michigan Left Intersection at F & B Rd.
F & B Rd. is classified as a Collector street but is shown in the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare Concept
map as a Minor Arterial. F & B Rd. transitions to Health Science Center Pkwy. west of Turkey
Creek Rd., with a 4-lane divided cross section, multi-use paths on both sides, and a grade36
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separated intersection at SH 47. In light of this, traffic volumes at this intersection may be
expected to increase with possible TAMU development of their adjoining land, making an
enhanced intersection treatment necessary to preserve safety and mobility.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment B-16: Michigan Left Intersection at F & B Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional signalized intersection. The increased green
time for the two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan Left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: An intersection treatment at F & B Rd. is not
listed in regional or local plans, but is consistent with the road’s upgraded functional
classification to a minor arterial.
E. Implementation: In practice, a Michigan Left intersection on a higher-speed corridor requires
a divided facility with a median wide enough to accommodate the U-turns. Widening FM 2818
to a four lane divided cross section with a wide median has been recommended for Segment B.
A TxDOT project for the FM 60 Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI) at FM 2818 intersection
includes widening the adjacent section of FM 2818 with a median.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection at
F & B Rd. is yellow. This alternative is recommended
as an interim project, but depends on the prior
completion of the divided cross section either as part
of the Segment B expansion or as an extension of the
improvements for FM 60.

B-16: Michigan Left at F & B Rd.
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$600,000

Score
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Segment C
Alternative treatments for Segment C include a single cross section with options for multi-use
trails, and protected intersections and eight treatments at specific locations. With options for
intersections in two locations, the total number of alternatives considered for further study is
sixteen. Alternative Treatments for Segment C recommended for further analysis are shown in
Figure 10.
FIGURE 7: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT C
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Overview of Scoring for Segment C
Table 3 summarizes the scoring of each option. With Alternative Treatments C-1, C-6, and C-7
not recommended for further study and C-2 listed for reference only, twelve treatments were
scored. The scoring shows:
TABLE 3: SUMMARY SCORING OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR SEGMENT C

•
•

Nine alternatives designated as interim treatments and three as long-term treatments.
Total estimated construction costs of 30.0 million dollars for the interim treatments
and 20.3 million dollars for the long-term treatments.

The interim treatments recommended for further study would implement a six-lane cross
section with a wide divided median, a separated multi-use trail on each side, and protected
intersections at FM 60, George Bush Dr., Luther St., and Holleman Dr.. Intersection treatments
would feature Michigan Left intersections at George Bush Dr., Luther St. and Holleman Dr., and
a grade separation at Jones Butler Rd. without an interchange. The Luther St. extension is also
recommended for further study for the interim time frame.
Alternatives recommended for further study for long-term implementation reflect the TxDOT
and City of College Station option, and would upgrade George Bush Dr. and Holleman Dr. with
grade-separated interchanges and Luther St. with a grade separation without connecting ramps.
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Scoring of Alternative Treatments for Segment C
A TxDOT project being finalized for construction will widen FM 2818 to six lanes and install a
raised concrete barrier from 0.5 miles north of FM 60 to 0.2 miles south of FM 2347. Additional
planning work by TxDOT and the City of College Station for Segment C between Luther St. and
Wellborn Rd. focuses on an interim six lane cross section with a raised concrete barrier and an
ultimate six lane freeway configuration with frontage roads, referenced as Alternative
Treatment C-2.

Alternative Cross Section: Six Lane Divided With a Raised Concrete Barrier
TxDOT is finalizing plans for construction to widen FM 2818 to six lanes with a raised concrete
barrier from 0.5 miles north of FM 60 to 0.2 miles south of George Bush Dr., a distance of about
1.3 miles. Widening the remainder of Segment C would require another 1.4 miles of
improvements farther south. A six-lane cross section with a raised concrete barrier is shown in
Figure 11.
FIGURE 8: SIX-LANE DIVIDED WITH A RAISED CONCRETE BARRIER

Scoring for the Six Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but creating a divided cross
section with a raised concrete barrier provides a greater separation for traffic, and access control
to eliminate left turns.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is improved with the addition of capacity to the
road and elimination of signalized intersections.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would not expressly be addressed.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment C is listed as a super arterial in the City
of College Station Thoroughfare Plan and as a six-lane super arterial in the MPO 2050
Thoroughfare Concepts map. TxDOT and City of College Station plans configure the southern
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end of this section with six lanes and a wide median for super street-type intersections in the
interim year. A six-lane divided cross section is compatible with all these plans.
E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be constructed without dependence on any prior
improvement.
Widen to Six-lane Divided
Score
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 3.6
A. Enhances Safety

million dollars per mile, expanding to a six lanes B. Improves Mobility & Congestion


divided cross section would cost about 5.0 million C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

dollars.
E. Implementation

The overall score for the six-lane divided cross section
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

F. Cost

$5,040,000

Overall Score





Alternative Cross Section: Frontage Roads
The ultimate cross section in the TxDOT and City of College Station plan for Segment C is a sixlane freeway with frontage roads and grade separated interchanges. This cross section is shown
in Figure 12. Adding frontage roads would apply to the Segment’s total 2.7 mile length.
FIGURE 9: SIX-LANE DIVIDED WITH A RAISED CONCRETE BARRIER, WITH FRONTAGE ROADS

Scoring for the Six Lane Freeway Cross Section with Frontage Roads
A. Enhances Safety: Construction of frontage roads would separate the main lanes from cross
traffic, provide a greater separation for traffic, and support access control to limit turns.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road and increased access control.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would have a longer distance to cross and would
have to cross two separate intersections at the frontage roads. The conversion of the frontage
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roads to one-way traffic at each of the two intersection would simplify the crossing by reducing
the number of traffic movements.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Frontage roads would help in the
implementation of intersection plans and are consistent with the TxDOT and City of College
Station plan for Segment C.
E. Implementation: The ultimate freeway cross section for Segment C must be constructed in
phases in order to preserve access before main lanes are added. Frontage roads are typically
constructed first, followed by main lanes, grade separations, and ramps.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 2.8 million dollars per mile for each side,
constructing frontage roads would cost about 15.1 million dollars. There would be additional
costs for constructing grade separations at intersections, but those costs would depend on
construction phasing and other options.
The overall score for the frontage roads is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as a long range project,
and could be phased with the super arterial cross
section in the interim periods and the freeway cross
section for the long term.

Add Frontage Roads
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$15,120,000

Overall Score

Score









Alternative Cross Section: Separated Multi-Use Trail
To accommodate the ultimate plan to construct a freeway cross section with frontage roads, any
multi-use trails are recommended for implementation as separate trails, placed a sufficient
distance away from the roadway to preserve safety. Detailed studies by TxDOT and the City of
College Station have shown that the available right-of-way is sufficient for a six lane freeway,
frontage roads, and a multi-use trail. Figure 13 shows how the multi-use trails would be placed
on either side of the roadway. Separate two-way trails are recommended for each side of the
road.
FIGURE 10: SIX LANES WITH FRONTAGE ROADS AND MULTI-USE TRAILS

Scoring for the Separated Multi-Use Trails
A. Enhances Safety: Adding multi-use trails to separate the two streams of traffic reduces the
chances for crashes between active transportation and motor vehicle users. Studies also show
that bicyclist safety increases with higher volumes of bicycle traffic as they become more
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perceptually visible to motorists. Constructing a multi-use trail to increase bicycle traffic
volumes therefore contributes to bicycle safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility for active transportation users is increased with
the construction of a safe and pleasant path. Mobility and capacity for motor vehicle users on
the corridor would not be significantly impacted.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: The multi-use trails would be parallel paths not directly
contributing to crossing traffic.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian,
& Greenways Master Plan shows a proposed multi-use path running along the corridor from
Luther St. to Jones Butler Rd.. A multi-use path on both sides for the length of Segment C would
be compatible and would extend this plan.
E. Implementation: The multi-use path could be constructed without depending on the
completion of any other projects. The paths on both sides could be constructed together or
independently.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately
Multi-Use Trail
Score
200,000 dollars per mile, constructing a multi-use trail A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

would cost about 1.1 million dollars for construction
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

on both sides for the full length of Segment C.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation

The overall score for the multi-use trail is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost

$1,080,000

Overall Score





General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment C
A protected intersection is a general alternative treatment that is recommended wherever
practical to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Protected intersections are
recommended in Segment C at FM 60, George Bush Dr., Luther St. and Holleman Dr., but could
be implemented at other intersections as needed.
Scoring for General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment C
A. Enhances Safety: A protected intersection is specifically designed for safety. Its focus is on
bicycle and pedestrians, but it also improves safety for motor vehicles by providing queue
storage for right turning traffic to reduce the chances for rear-end collisions for vehicles stopped
at crosswalks.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A protected intersection does not directly address
mobility and congestion, but does provide a minor improvement by providing some space for
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vehicles to queue out of the line of traffic flow when they stop for bicycles or pedestrians in the
crosswalk.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating multimodal traffic crossing the corridor is a
main focus of the protected intersection. Vehicular cross traffic is minimally affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A protected intersection is consistent in
principle with local bicycle and pedestrian plans, but no intersections are specifically mentioned
among projects in regional and local plans. The City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian, &
Greenways Master Plan shows a funded bike lane on Luther St. and a proposed bike lane on
Holleman Dr. on the north side of FM 2818 connecting to the existing multi-use path on the
south side. The TxDOT project to construct a DDI at FM 60 is underway, and will include
protected pedestrian pathways and bicycle lanes.
E. Implementation: A protected intersection could be implemented on the traditional fourway intersection, the Michigan Left intersection, or the grade separated intersection.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a protected intersection
Protected Intersections in Segment C
Score
are about 70,000 dollars. Installation at four locations A. Enhances Safety

B.
Improves
Mobility
&
Congestion

is recommended, resulting in a total construction cost
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

of 280,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the protected intersections is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$280,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment C-3: Intersection at George Bush Dr.
Similar to other major intersections on the corridor, there are two options for the intersection at
George Bush Dr.: a Michigan Left intersection and a grade-separated intersection. The TxDOT
project for widening FM 2818 and associated safety improvements also includes capacity
enhancements to the George Bush Dr. intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-3: Michigan Left Intersection at George Bush Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
traffic signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time
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for the two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The TxDOT option shows capacity
improvements at the George Bush Dr. intersection under the CH2M option, but both the interim
option and the ultimate freeway option end at the intersection. The City of College Station
Thoroughfare Plan and the MPO 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map both show George Bush Dr.
with a proposed grade separated intersection. A Michigan Left intersection is compatible with
these plans as an interim treatment.
E. Implementation: This section of Segment C has a four lane undivided cross section with a
continuous center turn lane. Construction of a Michigan Left intersection would be most
feasible if the divided cross section were constructed first to provide the space for median Uturns. The treatment otherwise requires loons for U-turn movements.
C-3: Michigan Left at George Bush Dr.
Score
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left
A. Enhances Safety

intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection at
George Bush Dr. is green.
This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$600,000

Overall Score







Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-3: Grade Separated Intersection at George Bush Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation provides free-flowing through
movements for corridor through traffic.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
of the corridor for on ramps and off ramps, instead of a single intersection. However, traffic
flows are smoother, since the higher-volume corridor
C-3: Grade Separation at George Bush Dr.
Score
A. Enhances Safety

through movements are removed from the
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

intersections.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E.
Implementation

grade separated intersection at George Bush Dr. is
F. Cost

Overall Score

$8,500,000
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referenced in the City of College Station Thoroughfare Plan and the Draft 2050 Thoroughfare
Concept map.
E. Implementation: A grade separated intersection on FM 2818 could be constructed without
depending on prior completion of any other alternatives. The intersection could accommodate
the expansion to a six lane divided cross section or
implementation of frontage roads before or after its construction.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated intersection are about 8.5 million dollars.
The overall score for the grade separated intersection is green. This alternative is recommended
as a long-term project.

Alternative Treatment C-4: Luther St. Extension
This alternative treatment extends Luther St. from FM 2818 to the west and then turns south to
connect to Dowling Rd.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-4: Luther St. Extension
A. Enhances Safety: The extension is primarily intended to relieve traffic from Holleman Dr.,
so safety is not the focus of the alternative. However, the new route would create an alternative
to Holleman Dr. for bicyclists crossing FM 2818, increasing their safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: This extension would create a through movement at
Luther St. to replace the current route to the university from the apartments on the west side of
FM 2818. This is achieved by connecting the apartments to the extended Luther St. on the west
side. The new route would divert traffic from Holleman Dr. and from FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: This alternative creates a new direct route for crossing traffic,
relieving cross traffic from Holleman Dr. and creating a more direct route to Dowling Rd. on the
west side of the apartments in the area.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This extension is based on a previous study and
is referenced in the City of College Station Thoroughfare Plan.
E. Implementation: The extension could be constructed independently of any other alternative
treatment.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a new two lane undivided arterial are about 2.8 million dollars
per mile. The cost of the Luther St. extension is approximately 2.6 million dollars, not including
the costs of any private driveways connecting to the new road from adjacent apartments.
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Intersection treatments at Dowling Rd. would add
about 250,000 dollars to the construction costs for a
total of about 2.9 million dollars.

C-4: Luther St. Extension
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation

The overall score for the Luther St. extension is green.
This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

F. Cost

$2,882,000

Overall Score

Score









Alternative Treatment C-5: Luther St. Intersection
Similar to other major intersections along the southern end of Segment C, there are two options
for the intersection at Luther St.: a Michigan Left intersection in the interim, and an ultimate
treatment with a grade separation. Both are proposed in the TxDOT option from Luther St. to
the Wellborn Rd. overpass.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-5: Michigan Left Intersection at Luther St.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time for the
two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A Michigan Left intersection is an interim
treatment in the TxDOT option.
E. Implementation: This section of Segment C has a four lane undivided cross section with a
continuous center turn lane. Construction of a Michigan Left intersection would be most
feasible if the divided cross section were constructed first to provide the space for median Uturns. Otherwise, loons are required to facilitate UC-5: Michigan Left at Luther St.
Score
A. Enhances Safety

turn movements.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation

The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection at
Luther St. is green. This alternative is recommended
as an interim project.

F. Cost
Overall Score

$600,000
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-5: Grade Separation With no Intersection at Luther St.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the frontage roads
with the cross street have fewer conflict points because the frontage roads serve one-way traffic
flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation provides free-flowing through
movements for corridor traffic.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
of the corridor for the frontage roads. Traffic flows are smoother, since the higher-volume
through movements along the corridor are removed from the intersections.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The TxDOT option for the ultimate treatment
at Luther St. shows a grade separation with no connecting ramps. An on ramp and an off ramp
are shown between Luther St. and George Bush Dr., and access to Luther St. is provided through
the one-way frontage roads that connect with ramps beyond adjacent cross streets.
E. Implementation: A grade separation with no intersection could only be constructed after
completion of frontage roads to provide access to
C-5: Grade Separation at Luther St.
Score
Luther St.
A. Enhances Safety

F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separation B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

without ramps are about 3.3 million dollars. This does
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

not include the cost of the frontage roads.
E. Implementation

F. Cost

The overall score for the grade separation is yellow.
This alternative is recommended as a long-term
project.

Overall Score

$3,300,000




Alternative Treatment C-8: Intersection at Holleman Dr.
Similar to other major intersections along the southern end of Segment C, there are two options
for the intersection at Holleman Dr.: a super street-type intersection in the interim, and an
ultimate treatment with a grade separation. Both are proposed in the TxDOT option for the
section from George Bush Dr. to the Wellborn Rd. overpass. While the TxDOT option shows a
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Super Street intersection at Holleman Dr. with cross traffic prohibited, this alternative
recommends a Michigan Left intersection, which permits cross traffic.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-8: Michigan Left Intersection at Holleman Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a Michigan Left intersection
would impact safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning
movement from the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Michigan Left intersection operates with a two-phase
signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time for the
two remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: A Michigan Left intersection converts the left turn movement
into a right turn followed by a U-turn. While overall traffic delay is improved, delay for the
crossing movements may be increased.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A Super Street intersection is an interim
treatment in the TxDOT option. This recommendation for a Michigan Left intersection is a
compatible variation.
E. Implementation: This section of Segment C has a four lane undivided cross section with a
continuous center turn lane. Construction of a Michigan Left intersection would be most
feasible if the divided cross section were constructed first to provide the space for median Uturns. Otherwise, loons are required to facilitate UC-8: Michigan Left at Holleman Dr.
Score
A. Enhances Safety
turn movements.

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

intersection are about 600,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the Michigan Left intersection at
Holleman Dr. is green.
This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$600,000





Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-8: Grade Separation at Holleman Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: A grade separation promotes safety by completely removing conflicts
between through traffic and crossing traffic. The at-grade intersections of the ramps with the
cross street have fewer conflict points because the ramps serve one-way traffic flows.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A grade separation provides free-flowing through
movements on the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is configured with an intersection on each side
of the corridor for the one-way frontage roads. Traffic flows are smoother, since the highervolume through movements from the corridor are removed from the intersections.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The TxDOT option for the ultimate treatment
at Holleman Dr. shows a grade separation without connecting ramps. There is sufficient room
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for 1,000 foot on ramps and off ramps on either side of Holleman Dr., so a grade-separated
interchange could be a feasible option.
E. Implementation: A grade separation without ramps could only be constructed after
completion of frontage roads to provide access. If on ramps and off ramps are included, the
interchange could be constructed without depending on the completion of frontage roads.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a grade separated
C-8: Grade Separated Intersection at Holleman Dr.
Score
interchange with ramps are about 8.5 million A. Enhances Safety


dollars. This does not include the cost of the B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

frontage roads.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the grade separation is
green. This alternative is recommended as a
long-term project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$8,500,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment C-9: Grade Separation at Jones Butler Rd.
This alternative is the same as the TxDOT option in proposing a grade separation for Jones
Butler Rd. to pass under FM 2818. Access would be provided from Holleman Dr. via frontage
roads.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment C-9: Grade Separation at Jones Butler Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: The extension is primarily intended to relieve traffic from Holleman Dr.,
so safety is not the focus of the alternative. However, the new route would create an alternative
to Holleman Dr. for bicyclists crossing FM 2818, increasing their safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: This extension would create a through movement at Jones
Butler Rd. to replace the current route from the apartments on the west side of FM 2818. The
new route would divert traffic from Holleman Dr. and from FM 2818.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: This alternative creates a new route for crossing traffic,
relieving traffic from Holleman Dr. and creating a more direct route across FM 2818.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The extension across FM 2818 is not referenced
in regional and local plans or in the TxDOT option for Segment C, but accommodates those
plans and does not pose any conflicts.
E. Implementation: The extension could be constructed independently of any other alternative
treatment. The interim treatment in the TxDOT option involves a re-alignment of the FM 2818
main lanes, so extending the FM 2818 overpass further to the west to pass over Jones Butler Rd.
could be part of that phase of construction.
F. Cost: Construction costs would include the cost of the grade separation and the costs for
configuring the intersections of Jones Butler Rd. at Holleman Dr. and Dowling Rd. at Holleman
Dr. with double roundabouts. The estimated costs do not include the frontage roads or any
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private driveways connecting to the new road from adjacent apartments. Total construction
costs are estimated to be about 3.8 million dollars.
The overall score for the grade separation at Jones
Butler Rd. is yellow. This alternative is recommended
as an interim project.

C-9: Grade Separation at Jones Butler Rd.
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$3,800,000

Score
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Segment D
Alternative treatments for Segment D include a single cross section with options for multi-use
trails and protected intersections and fourteen treatments at specific locations. The total number
of alternatives considered for further study is seventeen. Figure 14 shows the location of
alternative treatments along Segment D.
FIGURE 11: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT D
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Overview of Scoring for Segment D
Table 4 summarizes the scoring of each option. Since Alternative Treatments D-4, D-6, D-7, D8, D-12, D-13, and D-14 were either not recommended for further study, listed for reference only,
or moved to the general alternatives section, ten treatments were scored. The scoring shows:
TABLE 4: SUMMARY SCORING OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR SEGMENT D

•
•

Seven alternatives designated as interim treatments and three as long-term
treatments.
Total estimated construction costs of 5.5 million dollars for the interim treatments and
22.2 million dollars for the long-term treatments.

The interim treatments recommended for further study would implement a separated multi-use
trail on each side and protected intersections with creative crosswalks at Welsh Ave., Nueces
Dr., Rio Grande Blvd., Southwood Dr., Longmire Dr., and Texas Ave. S.. Other interim
treatments would address access management at Wellborn Rd. and Longmire Dr. ramps.
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Alternatives recommended for further study for long-term implementation would widen the
cross section to six lanes with a wide median and implement a series of Michigan Left
intersections between Welsh Ave. and Longmire Dr. to create a super street. The intersection at
Texas Ave. S. would be upgraded to a Displaced Left Turn intersection.

Scoring of Alternative Treatments for Segment D
The existing cross section is four lanes with a curbed median, with turn bays providing access.
Detailed studies by TxDOT and the City of College Station have shown that there is sufficient
right-of-way to place six lanes, frontage roads, and the multi-use trails within the available
corridor right-of-way.
Figure 15 shows how the roadbed could be displaced to either side to create a wide median in
the place of the center turn bays. This cross section would provide room for U-turns to make
implementation of super street intersections easier. A wide median in Segment D would also
help to distinguish it as a different character of facility than Segment C.
FIGURE 12: 6-LANE DIVIDED WITH A WIDE MEDIAN AND MULTI-USE PATHS

Scoring for the Six Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but creating a divided cross
section with a wide median provides a greater separation for traffic, and access control to
eliminate left turn conflicts. A different cross section than Segment C may also help establish a
distinct identity for Segment D as a major arterial rather than a super arterial, reducing speed
and improving safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is improved and congestion reduced with the
addition of capacity to the road.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would not expressly be addressed.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment D is listed as a six lane major arterial
in the City of College Station Thoroughfare Plan and as a four to six lane major arterial in the
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MPO 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map. A six lane divided cross section is compatible with
both these plans.
E. Implementation: The dual roadbed could be constructed without dependence on any prior
improvement. Construction of the dual roadbed would involve the removal of one or both
directions of existing lanes, stub frontage roads, and multi-use trails. Phasing to maintain access
during construction would have to be studied.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 7.8 million dollars per mile, expanding to six
Widen to Six Lanes Divided
Score
lanes divided with a wide median would cost about
A. Enhances Safety

12.9 million dollars. The estimate does not include the B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

costs of removing existing infrastructure to C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

accommodate the new cross section.
E. Implementation

The overall score for the six-lane divided cross section
is yellow. This alternative is recommended as a long
term project.

F. Cost

$12,870,000

Overall Score





Alternative Cross Section: Separated Multi-Use Trail
Segment D has a multi-use path on the north side of Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. running from
Longmire Dr. to the Campus Village Apartments driveway just east of Wellborn Rd. To
accommodate the recommendation to construct a six lane super street cross section, multi-use
trails are recommended for implementation as separate trails to be placed a sufficient distance
away from the roadway to preserve safety. Figure 16 shows how the multi-use trails would be
placed on either side of the roadway. Separate two-way trails are recommended for each side
of the road.
FIGURE 13: SIX LANES WITH A WIDE MEDIAN AND MULTI-USE TRAILS

Scoring for the Separated Multi-Use Trails
A. Enhances Safety: Adding multi-use trails to separate the two streams of traffic reduces the
chances for crashes between active transportation and motor vehicle users. Studies also show
that bicyclist safety increases with higher volumes of bicycle traffic as they become more
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perceptually visible to motorists. Constructing a multi-use trail to increase bicycle traffic
volumes therefore contributes to bicycle safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility for active transportation users is increased with
the construction of a safe and pleasant path. Mobility and capacity for motor vehicle users on
the corridor would not be significantly impacted.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: The multi-use trails would be parallel to the corridor, and
would not directly affect crossing traffic.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian,
& Greenways Master Plan does not propose any enhancements to the existing multi-use paths
running along the corridor, but does propose new crossing bicycle routes on Southwood Dr.
and Texas Ave. S.. A multi-use path on both sides for the length of Segment D would be
compatible and would extend this plan.
E. Implementation: The multi-use path could be constructed independently of any other
projects. The paths on both sides could be constructed together or separately. The alignment
of the multi-use paths should incorporate the recommended super street cross section for
efficiency.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately
Multi-Use Trail
Score
A.
Enhances
Safety

200,000 dollars per mile, constructing a multi-use trail
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

would cost about 748,000 dollars for both sides of the C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

full length of Segment D.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

E. Implementation

The overall score for the multi-use trail is yellow. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost

$748,000

Overall Score





General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment D
A protected intersection is a general alternative treatment that is recommended wherever
practical to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Protected intersections are
recommended along Segment D at Welsh Ave., Nueces Dr., Rio Grande Blvd., Southwood Dr.,
Longmire Dr., and Texas Ave. S.. If Little River St. is constructed with its own intersection
instead of joining to the Rio Grande Blvd. intersection, a protected intersection is recommended
there as well.
Scoring for General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment D
A. Enhances Safety: A protected intersection is specifically designed for safety. Its focus is on
bicycles and pedestrians, but it also improves safety for motor vehicles by providing space for
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vehicles to queue out of the line of traffic flow when they stop for bicycles or pedestrians in the
crosswalk.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A protected intersection does not directly address
mobility and congestion, but does provide a minor improvement by providing additional queue
storage for right turns.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating pedestrian and bicycle traffic crossing the
corridor is a main focus of the protected intersection. Vehicular cross traffic is minimally
affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A protected intersection is consistent in
principle with local bicycle and pedestrian plans, but no intersections are specifically mentioned
for this treatment in current plans. The City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian, & Greenways
Master Plan cites existing bike lanes on Welsh Ave., Rio Grande Blvd., and Longmire Dr., and
proposes bike routes on Southwood Dr. and Texas Ave. S.
E. Implementation: A protected intersection could be implemented on the traditional four-way
intersection or the Michigan Left intersection. Construction should coordinate with the
recommended widening of the cross section and implementation of a super street for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a protected intersection are about 70,000 dollars. Installation at
six locations is recommended, with a total construction
Protected Intersections in Segment D
Score
costs of 420,000 dollars. The possible seventh protected A. Enhances Safety

intersection at Little River St. would bring the total B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C.
Accommodates
Cross
Traffic

construction costs to 490,000 dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the protected intersections is
yellow. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$420,000






Alternative Treatment D-1: Segment D Super Street
This alternative treatment would build on the six-lane divided cross section to establish a series
of Michigan Left intersections at Welsh Ave., Nueces Dr., Rio Grande Blvd., Southwood Dr.,
and Longmire Dr. so that this Segment functions as one long super street. This would prohibit
left turns from the crossing streets, but would still provide reasonable access and cross
movements.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-1: Segment D Super Street
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is one focus of this alternative treatment. Eliminating left turns into
and out of the closely-spaced streets in Segment D can be expected to improve safety.
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Implementing a super street also makes the feel of Segment D distinct from the super arterial
treatment on Segment C.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Improved access control and elimination of left turns
should improve the flow of traffic on Harvey Mitchell Parkway.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Crossing traffic would have slightly longer routes with the
series of Michigan Left intersections with prohibited left turns, but the turns themselves would
be safer and easier. Dividing the roadbed with a wide median would have pedestrians and
bicyclists face two three-lane crossings instead of a single six-lane crossing.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative treatment is consistent with
local plans’ visions for Segment D as a major arterial rather than a super arterial.
E. Implementation: The Michigan Left intersections would depend on the Harvey Mitchell
Parkway cross section being expanded to a divided cross section with a wide median. Since five
intersections are present within a distance of less than one mile, there may be some interference
between intersections during implementation, and it would not be practical to provide Michigan
Left treatments on the existing roadway using loons due to the short intersection spacing. There
may also be a need to provide fewer U-turn crossovers pending further evaluation of traffic
patterns among the many intersections.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a Michigan Left intersection are about 600,000 dollars. The cost
for five intersections is approximately 3.0 million dollars, not including the costs of rebuilding
the cross section to a divided roadway with a wide
D-1: Segment D Super Street
Score
median.
A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

The overall score for the super street in Segment D is
green. This alternative is recommended as a long
term project, to be constructed at the same time that
Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. is expanded to a divided cross
section with a wide median.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$3,000,000

Overall Score








Alternative Treatment D-2: Auxiliary Lanes on Ramps at Wellborn Rd.
Adding lanes on the ramps over Wellborn Rd. would add capacity and add perceptual strength
to the Inner Loop concept. The inner loop follows segments A, B and C of FM 2818, but is realigned to follow Wellborn Rd. and William D. Fitch Parkway to complete the loop, rather than
following corridor Segments D and E.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-2: Auxiliary Lanes on Ramps at Wellborn Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is not the focus of the auxiliary lanes, but they would provide
additional space for merging movements on the transition between Wellborn Rd. and FM 2818.
Additional width on the ramps would also help strengthen the perception of the Inner Loop as
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re-aligned to Wellborn Rd. and establish a perceptual difference between the super arterial
Segment C and the major arterial Segment D, improving safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Auxiliary lanes would add capacity to improve mobility
and congestion.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is not addressed by this alternative treatment.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
regional or local plans, but it supports the concept of the Inner Loop as referenced in the City of
College Station Thoroughfare Plan and the 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map.
E. Implementation: The extension could be constructed independently of any other alternative
D-2: Auxiliary Lanes on Ramps at Wellborn Rd.
Score
treatment.
A. Enhances Safety

F. Cost: Construction costs for the two auxiliary
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

lanes is approximately 2.8 million dollars
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the auxiliary lanes is yellow.
This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$2,775,000






Alternative Treatment D-3: Ramp at the Woodlands Campus Village Apartments
This alternative is intended to address safety and access management issues with weaving
movements on a ramp.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-3: Ramp at Apartments
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is addressed by relieving conflicts among merging movements
where the apartment’s driveway connects directly to the ramp.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Capacity would be added by the new lane, but mobility
would be addressed mainly through removing weaving conflicts.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic from the apartments entering the ramp is directly
addressed by this alternative.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
D-3: Lanes on Ramps at Apartments
Score
regional or local plans.
A. Enhances Safety

E. Implementation: The additional lane on the ramp B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

could be constructed independently of any other C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

alternative treatment.
E. Implementation

F. Cost: Construction costs for the new lane is F. Cost
$999,600

approximately 1.0 million dollars. This estimate Overall Score

does not include any additional costs for intersection
treatments.
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The overall score for the new lanes on the ramp is green. This alternative is recommended as
an interim project.

Alternative Treatment D-5: Creative Crosswalks in Segment D
This alternative would apply creative crosswalk treatments at Welsh Ave., Nueces Dr., Rio
Grande Blvd., Southwood Dr., Longmire Dr., and Texas Ave. S. to provide further distinction
between the adjacent super arterial Segment C and the major arterial Segment D.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-5: Creative Crosswalks in Segment D
A. Enhances Safety: Increasing safety by highlighting crosswalks is the major intent of this
alternative.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: No new capacity would be added and traffic operations
are not affected by this alternative.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Vehicular cross traffic is not addressed, but pedestrian and
bicycle traffic would have improved crossings.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
regional or local plans.
E. Implementation: Creative crosswalks could be developed independently of any other
alternative treatment, but should coordinate with the widening of the road’s cross section and
the implementation of the super street in Segment D for efficiency.
D-5: Creative Crosswalks
Score
F. Cost: Implementation costs for the six creative
A. Enhances Safety

crosswalks is approximately 72,000 dollars, or 12,000
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

dollars per intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for creative crosswalks at six
intersections is yellow.
This alternative is
recommended as an interim project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$72,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment D-9: Extended Left Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
This Alternative Treatment will prohibit left turns from Longmire Dr. into the northernmost of
the two Wal-Mart driveways along Longmire Dr. Turns would be routed to the driveway 300
feet further south.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-9: Extended Left Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is addressed by eliminating a left turning movement which
generates traffic queues that can back up into the Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: No new capacity would be added; the existing
northbound left turn lane onto Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. would simply be extended further south
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to increase its queue storage length and the southbound left turn into the northern-most
driveway would be removed. This will improve operations at the Harvey Mitchell Pkwy.
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Northbound cross traffic turning onto Harvey Mitchell Pkwy.
would be improved with longer queue storage, and southbound cross traffic turning into the
Wal-Mart would be only minimally affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
regional or local plans.
E. Implementation:
The extended northbound left turn lane could be constructed
independently of any other alternative treatment, but should be coordinated with Alternative
Treatment D-10 for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for the extended left turn lane is approximately 6,000 dollars. This
estimate includes striping and extending the raised
D-9: Left Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
Score
curb in the median and does not require road A. Enhances Safety

B.
Improves
Mobility
&
Congestion

widening.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the extended left turn lane is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$6,000

Overall Score







Alternative Treatment D-10: Right Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
This alternative treatment improves operations at Longmire Dr. by re-directing some of the
turns into the Wal-Mart store away from the intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-10: Extended Right Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is addressed by eliminating a right turning movement that can back
up into the Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. intersection and a left turning movement from southbound
Longmire Dr. into the Wal-Mart.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: No new capacity would be added; the existing eastbound
right turn lane onto Longmire Dr. would simply be extended further east through the
intersection to enter the Wal-Mart from its north front rather than from its west side. This will
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improve operations at the Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. intersection and on Longmire Dr. south of the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Southbound cross traffic from Longmire Dr. and eastbound
traffic exiting Harvey Mitchell Pkwy. would experience less congestion by re-directing these
movements away from the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
regional or local plans.
E. Implementation:
The extended eastbound right turn lane could be constructed
independently of any other alternative treatment, but should be coordinated with Alternative
Treatment D-9 for efficiency. The recommended treatment for Texas Ave. S. would impact the
design of this right turn lane.
F. Cost: Construction costs for the extended right turn
D-10: Right Turn Lane at Longmire Dr.
Score
lane is approximately 504,000 dollars. This estimate A. Enhances Safety


does not include the costs of extending private B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

driveways to connect to the turn lane.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the extended right turn lane is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost

$504,000

Overall Score






Alternative Treatment D-11: Displaced Left Turn Intersection at Texas Ave. S.
Of the four Alternative Treatments proposed for the Texas Ave. S. intersection, the Displaced
Left Turn (DLT) holds the most promise for accommodating high traffic volumes and high
volumes of turning movements, for functioning as a civic gateway, and has a configuration that
may be most familiar to local drivers.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment D-11: Displaced Left Turn Intersection at Texas Ave. S.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a DLT intersection would impact
safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning movement from
the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Displaced Left Turn intersection operates with a twophase signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time
for the two remaining phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is accommodated with the same benefits as traffic
on Harvey Mitchell Pkwy., with improved signal green time and left turns removed from the
intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The Texas Ave. S. intersection is not referenced
in regional or local transportation plans, but is defined as a civic gateway in the City of College
Station Comprehensive Plan.
E. Implementation: A DLT intersection could be constructed independently of other alternative
treatments, but should be coordinated with decisions regarding the widened cross section and
super street alternatives on Segments D and E for efficiency. In particular, the spacing between
the Texas Ave. S. and the Longmire Dr. intersections should be considered in the designs for the
widened cross section, the super street, and the
D-11: DLT Intersection at Texas Ave. S.
Score
extended right turn alternative treatments.
A. Enhances Safety

F. Cost: Construction costs for a DLT intersection are B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C.
Accommodates
Cross
Traffic

about 6.3 million dollars.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the DLT intersection at Texas Ave.
S. is yellow. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$6,300,000
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Segment E
Alternative treatments for Segment E include a single cross section with options for multi-use
trails and protected intersections and six treatments at specific locations. Nine alternatives are
considered for further study. Figure 17 shows the Alternative Treatments in Segment E that are
recommended for further study.
FIGURE 14: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT E
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Overview of Scoring for Segment E
Table 5 summarizes the scoring of each option. With Alternative Treatment E-6 not
recommended for further study, eight treatments were scored. The scoring shows:
TABLE 5: SUMMARY SCORING OF ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR SEGMENT E

•
•

Six alternatives designated as interim treatments and two as long-term treatments.
Total estimated construction costs of 9.4 million dollars for the interim treatments and
5.7 million dollars for the long-term treatments.

The interim treatments recommended for further study would implement a separated multi-use
trail on each side if further study shows that the available right-of-way is sufficient, and
protected intersections at Dartmouth St. and at SH 6 S. at both frontage road intersections. Other
treatments would feature a partial Displaced Left Turn intersection at Deacon Dr. and a relocated SH 6 off ramp.
Alternatives recommended for further study for long-term implementation would expand the
cross section to six lanes and upgrade the SH 6 S. intersection to a Displaced Left Turn
intersection.
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Scoring of Alternative Treatments for Segment E
The corridor right-of-way in Segment E is about 100 feet, compared to the 300 feet in other
Segments, constraining the available options for cross sections.
Between Texas Ave. S. and Dartmouth St., access to existing businesses and houses requires that
the existing center turn lane be retained. The cross section could be expanded to six lanes.
Figure 18 shows a six lane cross section with a raised paved curb, similar to Segment D, with
turn bays installed where needed. Further and more detailed study would be necessary to
determine if right-or-way is sufficient or must be acquired for multi-use paths on either side.
FIGURE 15: SIX LANE DIVIDED WITH RAISED MEDIAN AND TURN BAYS

The recommended cross section between Dartmouth St. and SH 6 S. addresses different
conditions. Since the adjacent land is undeveloped, more robust access management strategies
are feasible. A six lane cross section with a grassy median is recommended to be consistent to
the cross section in Segment D, except that significant right-of-way is required. As the width of
the right-of-way is the same as in the western portion of the Segment, further and more detailed
study would be also necessary for this portion to determine if right-or-way is sufficient or must
be acquired for multi-use paths on either side.
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Scoring for the Six Lane Divided Cross Section
A. Enhances Safety: Adding lanes does not directly address safety, but creating a divided cross
section with a crossable or non-crossable median provides a greater separation for traffic, and
access control to limit or relocate left turn conflicts.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility is increased with the addition of capacity to the
road. The cross section cannot be the same as Segment D because of the constrained right-ofway, but should be compatible to help define the distinct character of the two Segments.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic would not expressly be addressed.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Segment E is listed as a six lane major arterial
in the City of College Station Thoroughfare Plan and as a four- to six-lane major arterial in the
MPO 2050 Thoroughfare Concepts map. A six-lane divided cross section is compatible with
both these plans.
E. Implementation: Expansion to a six lane cross section with either the crossable or the noncrossable median could be implemented without dependence on any prior improvements. The
expansion should coordinate with the intersection treatments at Texas Ave. S. and SH 6 S. for
efficiency.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 3.6 million dollars per mile, expanding to six
lanes divided with a median would cost about 2.6 million dollars. The estimate does not include
the costs of the raised and curbed median.
Widen to Six Lanes Divided
Score
A. Enhances Safety
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the six-lane divided cross section
is green. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$2,599,000









Alternative Cross Section: Separated Multi-Use Trail
Segment E is designated in the City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian, & Greenways Master
Plan with a proposed bike lane, but is constrained by the available right-of-way and
recommendations for a widening to six lanes. If further and more detailed study shows that
sufficient right-of-way is available or can be acquired, multi-use trails are recommended for
implementation as separate trails, placed a sufficient distance away from the roadway to
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preserve safety. Figure 19 shows how the multi-use trails would be placed on either side of the
roadway.
FIGURE 16: SIX LANE DIVIDED WITH A RAISED MEDIAN AND MULTI-USE TRAILS

Scoring for the Separated Multi-Use Trails
A. Enhances Safety: Adding multi-use trails to separate the two streams of traffic reduces the
chances for crashes between active transportation and motor vehicle users. Studies also show
that bicyclist safety increases with higher volumes of bicycle traffic as they become more
perceptually visible to motorists. Constructing a multi-use trail to increase bicycle traffic
volumes therefore contributes to bicycle safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility for active transportation users is increased with
the construction of a safe and pleasant path. Mobility and capacity for motor vehicle users on
the corridor would not be significantly impacted.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: The multi-use trails would be along parallel paths not directly
contributing to crossing traffic.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian,
& Greenways Master Plan proposes bike lanes running along the full length of Segment E.
Separate multi-use trails are an enhancement to this plan.
E. Implementation: The multi-use trails could be constructed without depending on the
completion of any other projects. The trails on both sides could be constructed together or
separately. Construction could coordinate with other improvements to the segment such as
expansion to six lanes or adding a raised median.
F. Cost: With a construction cost of approximately 200,000 dollars per mile, constructing a multiMulti-Use Trail
Score
use trail would cost about 163,000 dollars for
A. Enhances Safety

construction on both sides for the full length of B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

Segment E. This does not include the acquisition of C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

additional right-of-way.
E. Implementation

The overall score for the multi-use trail is green. This
alternative is recommended as an interim project.

F. Cost
Overall Score

$162,800
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General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment E
A protected intersection is a general alternative treatment that is recommended wherever
practical to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Protected intersections are
recommended in Segment E at Dartmouth St. and both frontage road intersections of SH 6 S..
Scoring for General Alternative Treatment: Protected Intersections in Segment E
A. Enhances Safety: A protected intersection is specifically designed for safety. Its focus is on
bicycles and pedestrians, but it also improves safety for motor vehicles by providing space for
vehicles to queue out of the line of traffic flow when they stop for bicycles or pedestrians in the
crosswalk.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: A protected intersection does not directly address
mobility and congestion, but does provide a minor improvement by adding queue storage for
right turns.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Accommodating multimodal traffic crossing the corridor is a
main focus of the protected intersection. Vehicular cross traffic is minimally affected.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: A protected intersection is consistent in
principle with the City of College Station Bicycle, Pedestrian, & Greenways Master Plan, but no
intersections are specifically mentioned in these plans.
E. Implementation: A protected intersection could be implemented on the traditional four-way
intersection or the Displaced Left Turn intersection. Construction should be coordinated with
the recommended widening of the cross section, the DLT treatment, and the extension of
Dartmouth St. for efficiency.
F. Cost: Construction costs for a protected intersection are about 70,000 dollars. Installation at
Protected Intersections in Segment E
Score
three locations is recommended, with total
A. Enhances Safety

construction costs of 210,000 dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the protected intersections is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$210,000







Alternative Treatment E-1: at Dartmouth St.
This alternative treatment extends Dartmouth St. south to connect to Texas Ave. S. at Brothers
Blvd., supporting the development of a collector network within the triangle area bounded by
Texas Ave. S., SH 6 S., and FM 2818.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment E-1: Dartmouth St. Extension
A. Enhances Safety: The extension is intended as an access management treatment providing a
network within the triangle to relieve traffic from directly accessing Segment E.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility would be improved with the new route crossing
Segment E and relief to some turning movements at the Dartmouth St. intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: This alternative creates a new route for crossing traffic, which
will grow to be more important as the triangle area is developed.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: The Dartmouth St. extension is referenced in
the City of College Station Thoroughfare Plan and Comprehensive Plan.
E. Implementation: The extension could be constructed independently of any other alternative
treatment.
F. Cost: Construction costs for the Dartmouth St. extension is approximately 1.4 million dollars.
Intersection treatments at Dartmouth St. and Brothers Blvd. intersection with Texas Ave. S.
would add about 500,000 dollars to the construction
E-1: Dartmouth St. Extension
Score
A.
Enhances
Safety

costs for a total cost of 1.9 million dollars.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

The overall score for the Dartmouth St. extension is
green. This alternative is recommended as an interim
project.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$1,886,000

Overall Score








Alternative Treatment E-2: Crystal Park Plaza Driveway Relocation
The northern driveway to Crystal Park Plaza (300 feet west of SH 6 on FM 2818) connects directly
to Harvey Mitchell Parkway immediately east of a curve so that sight distance is limited. This
alternative treatment is an access management measure intended to remove the connection and
provide alternative access in a safer location.
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Scoring for Alternative Treatment E-2: Crystal Park Plaza Driveway Relocation
A. Enhances Safety: The driveway relocation is an access management treatment providing an
alternate path so that the driveway can be re-located for safety.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: Mobility would be improved with the turns at the
driveway re-located to the Dartmouth St. or the Brothers Blvd. intersections.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: This alternative creates an alternate route for crossing traffic,
which may be longer for some movements but would offer increased safety and mobility at the
other intersections along the new route.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative treatment is not referenced in
regional or local transportation plans, but is consistent with Alternative Treatment E-1 for the
extension of Dartmouth St. and relies on it to provide the necessary access to the network.
E. Implementation: The extension could only be constructed after Alternative Treatment E-1 is
complete to provide the necessary access to the network.
F. Cost: Construction costs for the connecting road to replace the Crystal Park Plaza driveway
E-2: Crystal Park Plaza Driveway Relocation
Score
is approximately 532,000 dollars.
Intersection
A. Enhances Safety

treatments at the Dartmouth St. extension would add B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

about 250,000 to the construction costs for a total cost C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

D.
Consistent
with
Regional
and
Local
Plans

of 782,000 dollars.
E. Implementation

The overall score for replacing the Crystal Park Plaza
driveway is green. This alternative is recommended
as an interim project.

F. Cost

$782,000

Overall Score





Alternative Treatment E-3: Displaced Left Turn Intersection at SH 6 S.
A Displaced Left Turn (DLT) intersection at SH 6 S. would improve traffic operations at the
intersection and would provide a consistent introduction to the recommended larger Texas Ave.
S. DLT intersection.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment E-3: Displaced Left Turn Intersection at SH 6 S.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a DLT intersection would impact
safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning movement from
the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Displaced Left Turn intersection operates with a twophase signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green time
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for the remaining signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
interchange.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic on the SH 6 S. frontage roads is accommodated
with the same benefits as traffic on Harvey Mitchell Pkwy., with increased signal green time
and less delay.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Improvements to the SH 6 S. intersection are
not referenced in regional or local transportation plans.
E. Implementation: The DLT intersection could be constructed independently of other
alternative treatments. However, configuration plans should be compatible with committed
cross section improvement adopted for Segment E.
F. Cost: Construction costs for this DLT intersection would be less than that for the Texas Ave.
S. intersection because only two legs of the intersection would be affected. The configuration
would be similar to the DLT installations in San
E-3: DLT Intersection at SH 6 S.
Score
Marcos as referenced in the Appendix. Construction A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion
costs would be about 3.1 million dollars.

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the DLT intersection at SH 6 S. is
green. This alternative is recommended as a long-term
project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost

$3,100,000

Overall Score







Alternative Treatment E-4: SH 6 Off Ramp North of Rock Prairie Rd.
This alternative treatment does not lie on the corridor, but it affects traffic along Segment E and
at the Texas Ave. S. intersection. Improved connectivity at this northbound SH 6 off ramp can
relieve traffic from the corridor and improve its safety and mobility.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment E-4: SH 6 Off Ramp North of Rock Prairie Rd.
A. Enhances Safety: Safety is addressed by converting the northbound SH 6 left exit to Texas
Ave. to a more common right exit, which is more familiar to drivers.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: No additional capacity would be added, but routing the
right-exit off ramp to the frontage road before crossing under SH 6 would provide more direct
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access from Rock Prairie Rd. to Texas Ave. S., improving mobility by re-routing a circuitous
movement that currently uses Segment E, or cuts through on Longmire Dr. to reach the corridor.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic from Rock Prairie Rd. to Texas Ave. S. is directly
addressed by this alternative.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: This alternative is not specifically mentioned in
regional or local plans.
E. Implementation: The right-exit off ramp could be constructed independently of other
alternative treatments.
F. Cost: Construction costs for the reconfigured off ramp and underpass at the SH 6 northbound
E-4: SH 6 Off Ramp N. of Rock Prairie Rd.
Score
lanes is approximately 4.1 million dollars. This does
A. Enhances Safety

not include the costs of demolition and removal of B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

the existing left-exit ramp.
D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans

The overall score for the new lanes on the ramp is
green. This alternative is recommended as an
interim project.

E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$4,109,000






Alternative Treatment E-5: Partial Displaced Left Turn Intersection at Deacon Dr.
This alternative treatment does not lie on the corridor, but it affects traffic diverted up to the
Texas Ave. S. intersection at FM 2818. Improved operations at this intersection can relieve traffic
from the corridor and improve safety and mobility.
As the southbound SH 6 frontage roads on the eastern leg of the intersection operates as oneway, there is no conflict with left turns from westbound traffic on Deacon Dr. and a partial DDI
can be implemented.
Scoring for Alternative Treatment E-5: Partial Displaced Left Turn Intersection at Deacon Dr.
A. Enhances Safety: Like other super street-type intersections, a DLT intersection would impact
safety by reducing the number of conflict points and removing the left turning movement from
the intersection.
B. Improves Mobility & Congestion: The Displaced Left Turn intersection operates with a twophase traffic signal rather than the four phases of a traditional intersection. The increased green
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time for the remaining two signal phases increases throughput and reduces delays within the
intersection.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic: Cross traffic is accommodated with increased signal green
time and because left turns are removed from the intersection.
D. Consistent With Regional and Local Plans: Improvements to the Deacon Dr. intersection at
Texas Ave. S. are not referenced in regional or local transportation plans.
E. Implementation: The DLT intersection could be constructed independently of other
alternative treatments.
F. Cost: Construction costs for this DLT intersection would be less than that of the Texas Ave. S.
intersection because only one leg of the intersection would have a left turn crossover. The
configuration would be similar to the DLT installations
E-5: Partial DLT Intersection at Deacon Dr.
Score
in San Marcos as referenced in the Appendix. A. Enhances Safety

B. Improves Mobility & Congestion

Construction costs would be about 1.6 million dollars.
C. Accommodates Cross Traffic

The overall score for the partial DLT intersection at
Deacon Dr. is green. This alternative is recommended
as long-term project.

D. Consistent with Regional and Local Plans
E. Implementation
F. Cost
Overall Score

$1,570,000
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Summary of Alternative Treatment Evaluation and
Prioritization by Segment
FIGURE 17: INTERIM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT A
Three general treatments and five
treatments at specific locations are
recommended for further study for
interim implementation in Segment A.
Figure 20 shows the locations of the
recommended interim treatments, and
Table 6 shows their evaluations. The
total construction costs for the eight
recommended interim treatments is
19.7 million dollars.

TABLE 6: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT A
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FIGURE 18: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT A
The long-term alternatives recommended
for further study in Segment A include
one general treatment and three
alternative
treatments
at
specific
locations. Figure 21 shows the locations
of the four long-term treatments
recommended for further study, and
Table 7 shows their evaluations. The total
construction costs for the long-term
treatments is 34.4 million dollars.

TABLE 7:LONG-TERM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT A
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FIGURE 19: INTERIM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT B
In Segment B, three general treatments and
fourteen alternative treatments in specific
locations are recommended for further
study for the interim period. The locations
of the recommended treatments are shown
in Figure 22. Table 8 lists the treatments and
their evaluations. The total construction
costs for the seventeen recommended
interim treatments is 31.6 million dollars.

TABLE 8: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT B
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FIGURE 20: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT B
Two general treatments and three treatments
at specific locations are recommended for
further study for long-term implementation in
Segment B. Figure 23 shows the locations of
the recommended long-term treatments, and
Table 9 shows their evaluations.
Total
estimated construction costs for the
recommended long-term alternatives are 56.0
million dollars.

TABLE 9: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT B
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FIGURE 21: INTERIM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT C
In Segment C, four general treatments
and five treatments in specific locations
are recommended for further study in
the interim period. Figure 24 shows
the locations of the recommended
treatments, and Table 10 shows their
evaluations. Total construction costs
for
the
recommended
interim
treatments are 30.0 million dollars.

TABLE 10: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT C
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FIGURE 22: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT C
Alternative treatments recommended
for further study for the long-term
period in Segment C include three
treatments at specific locations. These
treatments are shown in Figure 25, and
are listed with their evaluations in
Table 11. Total construction costs for
the three treatments are 20.3 million
dollars.

TABLE 11: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT C
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FIGURE 23: INTERIM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT D
Two general treatments and six treatments
at specific locations are recommended for
further study for interim implementation
in Segment D. Figure 26 shows the
locations of the recommended interim
treatments, and Table 12 shows their
evaluations. The total construction costs
for the eight recommended interim
treatments is 11.8 million dollars.

TABLE 12: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT D
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FIGURE 24: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT D
One general treatments and one
treatment at a specific location are
recommended for further study for
long-term implementation in Segment
D. Figure 27 shows the locations of the
recommended long-term treatments,
and Table 13 shows their evaluations.
Total construction costs for the
recommended long-term alternatives
are 15.9 million dollars.

TABLE 13: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT D
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FIGURE 25: INTERIM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT E
In Segment E, two general treatments
and four treatments in specific locations
are recommended for further study in
the interim period. Figure 28 shows the
locations of the recommended interim
treatments, and Table 14 shows their
evaluations. Total construction costs
for
the
recommended
interim
treatments are 9.4 million dollars.

TABLE 14: INTERIM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT E
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FIGURE 26: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS IN SEGMENT E
Alternative treatments that are
recommended for further study for
the long-term period in Segment E
include one general treatment and
one treatment at a specific location.
These treatments are shown in
Figure 29, and are listed with their
evaluations in Table 15. Total
construction costs for the two
treatments are 5.7 million dollars.

TABLE 15: LONG-TERM TREATMENTS AND EVALUATIONS IN SEGMENT E

Overall, a total of forty seven treatments are recommended for further study for implementation
in the interim period, with construction costs of 102.6 million dollars. For the long-term,
seventeen alternative treatments with a total construction cost of 132.3 million dollars are
recommended. Total construction costs for all sixty four recommended treatments is 234.9
million dollars.
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Corridor Summary
The existing conditions, the TAC survey and comments, and current local and regional plans all
recognize the distinctly different characters of the five corridor Segments. All these sources
support the grouping of Segments A, B, and C together as a super arterial (part of the Inner
Loop), and the grouping of Segments D and E together as a major arterial. In practice, a super
arterial is a “minor freeway” with some characteristics of a freeway such as controlled access,
grade separations at major intersections, and other treatments to promote higher speeds. The
major arterial Segments D and E have a greater focus on providing direct access to adjacent land
uses, and a greater concern for multimodal traffic and crossing traffic. The vision for each
Segment is consistent with the overall vision for the entire corridor in that the ultimate goal is
to define a consistent set of high-level solutions to support safety, mobility, and shorter travel
times.
With the separate but compatible visions for the five Segments, a set of high-level alternatives
were developed for both general treatments in the corridor and treatments at specific locations.
Alternative treatments were developed to address the corridor vision in four ways:
•
•
•

•

Increasing the supply of transportation capacity, typically by providing more travel
lanes and accommodations for pedestrian and bicycle modes.
Decreasing the demand, typically by diverting traffic from the corridor to an alternate
route or providing options to use non-motorized modes.
Improving traffic flow through efficiency measures such as access control, intersection
types that re-direct left turns and improve traffic signal phasing, or simplifying traffic
weaving issues.
Improving safety, typically with alternative intersection types which reduce the number
of conflict points.

Including all general treatments and options, a total of eighty-one Alternative Treatments were
developed. After review, sixty-four progressed to the evaluation stage.
Each of the sixty-four Alternative Treatments was scored under their respective Segment. The
criteria evaluated the planning-level effects of each treatment on six evaluation criteria:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Safety
Mobility & Congestion
Crossing Traffic
Consistency with Regional & Local Plans
Implementation
Construction Costs
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Finally, each Alternative Treatment which is recommended for further analysis is classed as an
interim or a long-term treatment. This classification is based primarily on operational phasing
to select among two options for the same location, but also considers instances where one
alternative must be completed before another alternative could begin construction.
Table 16 provides a summary of selected characteristics by Segment under existing conditions
and with the interim and long-term alternative treatments recommended for further study.
TABLE 16: SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR EXISTING, INTERIM, AND LONG-TERM TREATMENTS

Figure 30 illustrates the implementation of selected long-term alternative treatments which
were recommended for further study. Some minor alternative treatments are not shown for
clarity; those that are shown include frontage roads, super streets, and intersection treatments.
Highlights of the long-term treatments include:
• Continuous frontage roads between SH 21 and La Brisa Dr. and from north of FM 60 to
the Wellborn Rd. overpass.
• Super streets with U-turns and Michigan Left intersections between La Brisa Dr. and
Traditions Dr. and from west of Welsh Ave. to the Texas Ave. S. intersection.
• The TxDOT option in Segment C is adopted, with the frontage roads extended
northwards to FM 60. New grade separated intersections are recommended at Holleman
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•
•

Dr. and George Bush Dr., while grade separations without ramps are shown at Jones
Butler Rd. and Luther St..
Unsignalized intersections are either removed or connected to a frontage road or a super
street so that they are all right-in / right-out intersections.
Only one new signalized intersection is present in the corridor, recommended at
Dartmouth St., where its extension to the south establishes a new four-way intersection.

FIGURE 27: LONG-TERM RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS APPLIED TO THE CORRIDOR
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